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N,-',,_ral technicolor pseudo Goldstone bosons

production and QCD background at the SSC

%'_ag-Chuang Kuo

Under tile supervision of Bing-Lin Young

from the Department of Physics

Iowa State Uriversity

The production of the neutral technicolor pseudo Goldstone bosons, P Ot and

POr, at large transverse momentum in pp collisions, pp _ g(q)pOt(POst)X has been

investigated in reactions at a high energy collider such as the SSC. The major two-

body and three-body decay modes in tree diagrams are investigated in detail. The

decay channel would dominate both the decays of P 01 and P ot if it is allowed.

Other,,rise, gg and 3g will be the dominant decay modes unless the mass of the P ot
At

and are below 40 GeV, where bb becomes dominant. According to the QCD

backgrounds, which we have also investigated in detail ill this work, the signal for

t[ is much larger than the backgrovnd and will be the ideal signal for detecting

tliese bosons. However, in the absence of the t_"channel, the re mode can be used to

identify P ot up to mp = 300 GeV in the transverse momentum range Pl_ < 100 GeV.

Similarly, the bb decay mode can serve us a signal to identfy P_! up to mp = 300

GeV for Pl between 500 and 700 GeV. Our results show that these high transverse

momentum production processes are useful for the searching for the P ot and Pot at

the SSC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, particle physics has made significant progress in

uncovering the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions. Particles

colliding at high energy gives us precious information of their behaviors, The next

generation collider, which will reach TeV colliding energy, may reveal an entirely

new world. The current view is that the microscopic world is composed of leptons

and quarks building blocks (.Table 1.1) and their interactions are described by gauge

theory.

The standard model, which combines the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam [1,'2] elec-

troweak model SU(2)L × U(1)y and strong interactions SU(3)c gauge groups, have

succeeded in every test of experiments thus far. Despite the success, however_ it has

serious drawbacks, e.g., seventeen undetermined parameters and the hierachy prob-

lem. These drawbacks have inspired work on the extensions of the standard model,

including supersymmetry, composite models, technicolor, etc. The technicolor theory,

whose phenomenology is the main topic of this thesis, is one of the extensions without

the hierachy problem. The following paragraphs outline the current facts and basics

in particle physics.

Before we embark on the task of describing the technicolor theory of some of

the phenomenology, we summarize the current status of the study of fundamental



Table 1.1. Some quantum number of fermions

lepi,ons SU(2 " SU3)U(1) Q

()....().... (o1)'v_ v,. d_ublet ringlet -_
e L, L '7" L '.... I I, , ......

en,#1_, "rR . ringlet singlet '1 -i

......q_,_rk, SU(2)S_(3i....U(I) Q

....i,()' ( )d _ b doublet triplet 1 gt
./., . .. L " 6 ...__
un, cR,_1_ ringlet triplet -_ -_

" dR, sj_, bj_ ringlet'" tripiet --31 --al '•'............... :! :l

particles. The current fundamental particle spectrum duplicates the pattern into

three families (see Table 1.1). Each family behaves just like the other families except

for their mass differences. However, thetop quark has not been found to complete

the third family. The current lower' bound on top quark mass is 78 GeV from the

CDF group at Fermi National Laboratory I3]. _

Are there more families? According to the recent data on Z particles from the

CERN LEP experiments [4], the measured width of Z, at the 95 % confidence level,

allows only three families, if one assumes the neutrino of the fourth family to be light.

Would the quarks and leptons be composite [5] as a recurrence of the past history?

To find the answer, a very short distance probe has to be made, probably < 10-17

cm. No current accelerator in the world is able to break the shell of compositeness if it

exists. The projected Superconducting Super Collider (SSC), 40 TeV proton-proton

collider, may just barely cross the line. Consequently compositeness is still an open

question awaiting a more powerful collider to resolve it.

What are the interactions among the fundamental constituents? Four fundamen-

tal forces have been known for some time. They are gravitation, electromagnetism,



(b)
Figure 1.1. Two concepts of gravitation

(a) curved space-time gives gravitation (b) quantum gravity

weak, and strong interactions. Gravitation, the force which guides the motion of uni-

verse, is perceived as a consequence of a curved space-time as suggested by Einstein,

Figure 1.1 (a). Due to severe singularity, the quantized theory of gravitation (Figure

1.1 (b)) was unable to handle the divergence to make the theory renormalizable. Only

recently, the divergence could be canceled for the first time in superstring theory [6].

However, we still are not sure if the superstring is the only solution to this problem. ,

Electromagnetism, the force between charged objects, is the best known one among

the four forces. The quantum version of electromagnetism (Figure 1,2 (a)), quan..

tum electrodynamics (QED), not only can be made finite (renormaliz_; :), but also

describes the interaction of charged particles with amazing accuracy.

The weak interactions mediate the decay of nuclei, e.g., neutron decaying to

proton. The weak force exists also among leptons, for example, a muon decays to ali

electron, an antineutrino and a muon neutrino. In the early days, the weak interaction
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Figure 1.2. The quantum interactions: (a) a QED process, (b) a QCD process

was described by Fermi's four-fermion _interactions [7], see Figure 1.3. The Fermi

coupling constant, GF, is measurable from /3 decay, imuon decay , or kaon decay,

and the _ _rrent experimental value is 1.16637 × 10-5GEV -2 [81. However, the four'

fermion interaction scheme is unrenormalizable and violates unitarity at high energy.

Later on the four-fermion interaction scheme was viewed as a low energy effective
rl

inte:raction mediated by heavy particles W . and W-. This intermediate-vector-

boson (IVB)theory faces same difficulties, for example, the high energy behavior of

the process, ve + Oe --* W + + T¥'-. The amplitude violates unitarity at high energy

and the S-matrix is unrenormalizable in high order calculations. These problems can

be resolved by adding a neutral particle I'V0 and requiring certain relations between

the couplings of neutral W and charged W to fermions, see Figure 1.4.

Glashow proposed an interestingmodel [1] based on the SU(2) x U(1) gauge

group. Not only did the model give the right relationships for couplings, but it

also unified electromagnetism and weak interactions. Unfortunately, gauge theory
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Figure 1.3. Four-fermions and IVB interactions

(a) Fermi's four-fermions interactions (b)IVB interactions

as known did not allow massive gauge particles such as W +, W-, and W 0. Later,

Salam and Weinberg [2]discoverd independently tllat the Higgsmechanism 19] can

break the gauge symmetry (spontaneously symmetry breaking) and tiron give masses

to the gauge bosons. Furthermore, ['Hoof[ and Veltman [10] proved that the Higgs

mechanism does not spoil the renormalizability, The neutral current predicted in the

Grlashow-Weinberg.-Salam model was discovo.red in the 1973 [11] and the particles

mediating weak interactions, W + and Z (a combination of W 0 field of SU(2) and B

field of U(1)), in the model were discovered in 1983 [12].

Nucleons are held together in nuclei by a force we ali strong interactions. This

force was long known to be responsible for hadron resonances. Further analysis of

systematics of such resonances led to their description in terms of tliree quarks, (u,d,s),

substructure [13]. Now, the quantum chromodynamics (.QCD) with six quark flavors

and eight gluons is used to describe the stong interactions. QCD is based on the
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Figure 1.4. uP, _ W+W -
(a) unitarity violation at high energy
(b) cancels bad behavior of (a) to hold the unitarity

SU(3) gauge group [14, 15]. The strong force of QCD is mediated by gluons (Figure

1.2 (b)) and is asymptotically freeat short distances. Because the strong interactions

become strong and nonperturbative at low energy, and nonperturbative calculation

is still under development, the only method to deal with the nonperturbative region

currently is the lattice gauge theory. Although all relevant experimental results seem

to agree with QCD, more work on theory and experiment are needed tc test QCDs

further.

A common ground for all interactions is the local: gauge symmetry first discovered

by H, Weyl [16] for electromagnetism and then later applied to the non-Abelian

gauge by Yang and Mills [17] for nucleon interactions. We have already seen the

gauge theories .for e! ctroweak and strong interactions. Gauge theory may not be the

correct or final theorY, but probably the principles learned from gauge theory for thl,_,'

fundamental interactions will be lasting.



Figure 1.5. Different running coupling constants vs. energy

Nature may have more symmetry than we see in everyday life. What we usually

see is a world with broken symmetry. We do not see electroweak gauge symmetry

macroscopically because that symmetry only appears in short distances (_< 10-17

cre); see Figure 1.5. The symmetry breaking in the standard model is done by Higgs

potential. The ground state (vacuum) is not trivial and the vacuum expectation value

_,_fthe Higgs field fails to vanish, (_) :/O. Hence the solution of equations lose some or

all symmetries the equation had before. This broken symmetry scheme is well known

in a ferromagnet. The equations of motion of spins in a ferromagnet are invariant

under rotation. However, ali spins of ground state aligne in one direction when the

temperature is low. Thus, the solutions no longer have rotational symmetry.

In spontaneously symmetry breaking theory, a fundamental scalar field must be

"'pl, ' , ,, rip NI ,, ,!, ' iii ' ' " ' qPl 11 i,i ii , ,,
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introduced. One $U(2) doublet complex scalar field is needed in the minimum stan-

dard model. If Nature has more than one symmetry breaking step at different energy

." scales, more Higgs fields are needed. Higgs fields from the lower scale tend to merge to

a higher scale through radiative corrections and spoil the large gaps among the multi-

breaking scales unless some other mechanism enters to prevent', it. One mechanism

is supersymmetry [18] which connects boson and fermion sectors. Supersymmetry

introduces new particles which are p_rtners of ordinary bosons and fermions with

different spins such that the contributions of super particles cancel out the contri-

butions of ordinary particles in radiative corrections. Another mechanism assumes

the Higgs fields to be composite particles and the symmetry breaking is due to new

interactions, dynamical symmetry breaking. A theory based on new interactions that

has dr_wn much attention is technicolor theory (TC)[19]. There are various models

in TC. Generally, they contain new chiral fermions (techni-fermions)engaging in new

interactions (TC force), Figure 1.6. Techni-fermions have global chiral symmetry if

we neglect other interactions at high energy. The TC force gets stronger as energy be-

comes smaller (or distance becomes larger). When energy reaches a critical value, the

TC force becomes so strong that techni-fermions begin t- form bound states which

give rise to a nontrivial vacuum and break the global chiral symmetry to a global

vector symmetry. According to Goldstone [20], breaking a global symmetry intro-

duces massless Goldstone bosons. Since the global vector symmetry remains valid,

all Goldstone bosons are pseudo-scalar. Thepseudo Goldstone bosons, which have

the same quantum numbers as W ± and W 0, can couple and give masses to IV + and

W 0. The rest of the pseudo Goldstone bosons are not massless because they still

can acquire masses from QCD and electroweak interactions. The existence of pseudo
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Figure 1.6. Techni-fermions exchange TC gauge bosons

Goldstone bosons is a strong signal for a new interactions such as TC force.

Besides the problem in Higgs sector, the standard model contains too many

uncalculable parameters (see Chapter 2) and makes itself unlikely to bean ultimate

theory. The proposed machines of LIIC (l_rge hadronic collider) at CERN and SSC
i

in the United States may be able to investigate the electroweak interaction above

the symmetry breaking scale. Their main goals are to discover Higgs particles and

further test electroweak theory. Future experiments performed at these accelerators

will undoubtly shed light on the mystery of Higgs sector or the compositeness of

fermions.

In this thesis we will focus on the phenomenology of TC theory at the SSC. The

standard model is briefly reviewed in Chapter 2. The TC model we will use is the

Farhi-Susskind model [21] which has four SU(2)L doublets of fermions with the SU(4)

TC gauge group. The details will be reviewed in Chapter 3. Eichten et al. (EHLQ)

[22] examined the productions of neutral technipions, POl( "- Q3'SQ- 3L75/') and
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pO'(_ _75AaQ ' As are Gell-Mann SU(3) matrices)i at the SSC through the process
:.:_

v+v p0'(f) +x. (1.1)

EHLQ also, calculated '2,e branching ratios of various two-body tree decay channels,p

0!
of P and POt but neglected three-body decay channels. McKay et al. snow that

three-body tree decay channels are significant [23]. We will examine a production

' , 0t t
process in Chapter,4 for P. and P_ at the SSC [23, 24],

p + p ----, POt(P Or) + g(q) + X. (1.2)
. .

The total widths and branching ratios of the decay channels, in tree graphs and up

to three-body for P Ot and POr, have been recalculated and their analytical forms

are presented in Chapter 5. Our calculation is not exact, since we did not include

one-loop _ffects of the two-body decay modes. The one-loop effect together with the

c¢,rre_ponding tree diagrams of three-body decay channel should eliminate the infrared

divergence. Instead, we use a cutoff to circumvent the infrared divergence. The _

backgrounds of different signals from two-body decay channels are also investigated

poin Chapter 6. The use of (1.2) as process to search for P Ct and t is discussed in

Chapter 7 where we also present our conclusions.
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2. THE STANDARD MODEL

The standard model is based on the SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)y gauge group.

So far no experiments disagree with the standard model. However, _n the theoretical

point of view the standard model is incomplete and allows for several possible exten-

sions. We will review the gauge principle in Section 1. In Section 2, we discusP the

Glashow-Weinberg-Salam electroweak theory. The theory of the strong interaction is

discussed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses briefly the unanswered questions of the

standard model.
, ,

2.1. The Gauge Principle

The idea of gauging a field was invented by H. Weyl [16]. Yang and Mills [17]

applied the idea to the isospin group of protons and neutrons: Their work inspired a

lot of interest in the gauge field, but nothing was taken seriously until the unification

of electromagnetism and weak force proposed by Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam [1, 2].

The gauge principle has become a guiding principle for all fundamental interactions:

gravitation, weak_ electromagnetic, and strong.

Consider the Lagrangian of free" massless fermion,

/_ = i_-r#O/zg,. (2.1)
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Make a U(1) Abelian gauge transformation,

--,¢,= u(_)¢ = _-iq%. - (2.2)

The Lagrangian (2.1) is invariant under the global transformation (2.2) where the

transformation parameter, t_, is a constant. The conserved current of this global

transformation is

o_j_ = o, (2.3)

where

J_ = q¢'r_¢. (2.4)

The charge operator Q which is defined as

Q -- / Jod3z (2.5)

is conserved. Q is a physical quantity not related to the dynamics. If we require that

the Lagrangian is also invariant under a local U(1) gauge transformation where a(z)

is an arbitrary function of spacetime coordinates, we must change (2.1). Under the

local U (1) gauge transformation

0_¢-_(0_¢)' = ui_)(o_- _q0_)¢ (2.6)
I

¢ u(_)(0_¢).

A necessary change is to introduce a vector field A# and replace O# by a covariant

derivative D# defined as

Vg =_Og + iqA#. (2.,7)

If one requires the vector field Ag transformation as



the transformation of D#¢ becomes

(n,¢)' = (2.9)
a

A# is called a gauge field. Using tile covariant derivative D#, we rewrite the La-

grangian (2.1)

= i-¢7# D#¢ - _F #v F#v
£

' 1

' ,= i¢7#0#¢- J#A,- F#"F#v, (2.10)

where

F #v =__:O#A _' - OVA#. (2.11)

The last term in (2.10) is the kinetic energy part of A# and is invariant under the

transformation (2.8). tIence, 'Lhe Lagrangian (2.10)is invariant under the local U(1)

gauge transformation. From the local gauge invariance, the conserved current, J#,

appears in the Lagrangian to interact with the field A# If we identify q as the charge

of the fermion and A# as the electromagnetic potential, the Lagrangian (2,10) is just

the Lagrangian for a fermion field interacting with the electromagnetic field. The

process described in Eqs. (2.7)-(2.11) to'introduce an interaction is called gauging a

field. Note that a vector mass term m2A#A# is not invariant under the transforma-

tion (2.8). So, thegauge field A# must ht: massless.

In the non-Abelian case we consider the fermion fields which form an SU(2)

doublet,

¢=

o
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Under an SU(2) transformation, we have

¢ _ Ct= U(8)¢ = e'-iT'O¢, " (2.13)

where T = (T1,T2,T 3) and 6 = (61 ,62,03). T i are the SU(2) generators and satisfy

the foUowing commutation relation,

[Ti, T j] = ifijkT k i,j,k = 1,2,3. (2.14)

fijk = ¢ijk are the structure constants. 0i are the transformation parameters.

The free Lagrangian (2.1) is invariant under global SU(2) transformation ($i are

constants), but is not invariant under local SU(2) transformation. Similarly to the

U(1) Abelian case, replacing Op by the covariant derivative D#

D# -= (O_t-igT. B#), (2.15)

where g is the coupling constant in SU(2), requires D#¢ to transform as

Due --,(DUe)'= U(O)(Du¢). (2._6)
i

Then B F field should be transformed as ,,

i

T. B, --, T. B, _ = U(O)(T . B,)U-I(0)- _[OgV(O)]U 1(0). (2.17)

For an infinitesimal transformation oi(x) << 1,
i

u(o)--_1- iT. 8, (2,1S)

Eq. (2.17) becomes

Bi_ --* B_t= B_ + fijksJB k -_8#0 i. (2,19)
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The_field strength tensor F#u for non-Abelian gauge field is defined as

..

Tr(FgUF_v) is gauge invariant. The gauge invariant Lagrangian of this example can

be written as

1Tr(FI_VF#v) (2.21)= Du¢-

The Lagrangian (2.21) describes the interaction among the gauge fields B_ and SU(2)

doublet fermions.

Different gauge group requires different gauge invariant Lag:angian and different

interaction. If the gauge principle is indeed the principle 'by which interactions are _,

introduced, finding the right gauge group becomes an ultimate goal in particle physics

research,

2.2. Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam Model

Weak interactions are responsible for numerous types of particle decay such as

the nuclear/3 decay, muon decay, kaon decay, and the like. Fermi proposed the four-

fermion interaction for the 3 decay of the neutron n into proton p_ electron e, and

antineutrino 9, with the Lagrangian density £F,

n_p+e+P

£F : --G-F-[_oT)_n][eTAu] + h,c. (2.22)

where G F is the Fermi coupling constant [7]: Later on, extensive investigations on

various decays unveiled a number of violations of the conservation law hold in the

strong interactions. The non-conserved quantum numbers are space parity P, charge

; -, • .... , ....... , ..... 4.., ................ ....... , . * ,
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conjugation parity C, combined parity CP, strangeness, charm, and some others.

All known quarks and leptons can engage in weak interactions, Fermi's four-fermion

' interaction can be viewed as an effective low energy theory describing the interactions

between fermion and the weak interaction force fields (see Figure 1.3). The interaction

part of the Lagrangian can bewritten as

Q = g(J#_ + h._..). (2.23)

Lagrangian (2.23) is identical to the gaugelnteraction discussed earlier. We carl treat

the intermediate-vector-bosons as gauge fields, Since the Gauge bosons have to be

massive, we cansimply add its gauge non-invariant mass term in the Lagrangian by

hand, However, such a theory is not renormalizable and violates unitarity at high

energy. Glashow¢ Weinberg, and Salam (GWS) [1, 2] proposed a model that not only

unifies the weak interactions and the electromagnetic force, but also proves to be

renormalizable according to 't Hooft and Veltman [10].

The GWS model [25] is based on the SU(2)L × U(1)y gaugegroup. Quarks

and leptons are arranged into families (or generations) to form SU(2)L left-handed

doublets and right-handed singlets:

quarks

aL: i-
L, L, L,

and leptons

iL : lR : eR,#R,r R.

e L, # L, r' L,
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The superscript i is the color index. The dt, st, and bt are used to distinguish ttmm

from the mass eigenstates, d, s, and b. The L(R) denotes left(right)-handed states.

, There are no right-handed neutrinos, since they have not been seen. From the gauge

princlple developed irt Section 2.1, the SU(2)L × U(1)y gauge invariant Lagrangian

takes the form

cl = '-IT_W_W"_- !B..B."+4 ' 4

o ,gt ,

$

qL

a. , +_.9 ti_L-r_(a_+ ig_ _,,_,,-{}"B_)tL+
lL

gt '
, gt "B )q_ + _i-lRT#(O# +i YB#)l R, (2.24)

q_R lR

where the Ws are SU(2)L gauge fields, B is U(1)y gauge field, and ai are the Pauli

matrices, l" is the hypercharge of U(1)y; g and gt are the coupling constants for each

group. In order to give masses to the W fields, the spontaneously symmetry breaking

(SSB), i.e., the Higgs mechanism [9], is used. One introduces a complex doublet of

scalar fields,

¢= ¢0 ' (2.2_)

which transforms as an SU(2)L doublet. The Lagrangian of the Higgs fields is

CB= (D#¢)_(D#¢)- V(¢]_¢), (2.26)

where

v(¢t¢) = .2(¢_¢)+_(¢t¢)2; _ > 0. (_.27), , ,
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£H is gauge invariant. For t_2 < 0, the potential V(¢_¢) has mittima at

v2 _/_7__2", (¢_¢)0=_ with_= , ' (2,28)

We choose the physical vacuum as the non-vanishing vacuum expectation vMue of

the Higgs field, ,

(0)(¢)0 = , (2.29)

The vacuum remains invariant under a generetor _, if

" _io_(¢)o= (¢)o, (2,ao)

For an infinitesimal transformation, the equation becomes

i

G(¢)O =0. (2.31)

For the generators ofSU(2)L x U(1)y, we have

aj(¢) 0 # 0 j- 1,2,3 (2.32)

]'(¢)0 = (¢)0 # 0, (2.33)

and
1

Q(¢)o= _(_3+ Y)(¢)o=o. (2.34)

Although SU(2)L x U(1)y symmetry is spontaneously broken, the symmetry cor-

responding to charge Q remains unbroken. The latter is the generator of the elec-

tromagnetic U(1)em group. We obtained the Gell-Mann-Nishijlma relation for the

charge Q
Y

Q= I3+ _, (2.35)
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where 13 -- 33/2 is the third component of the weak isospin. According to the Gold-

stone theorem [20], there is one massless spin 0 particle (Goldstone boson) created

_' for each broken generator of a global symmetry, However, due to Higgs theorem, the

Goldstone bosons become the longitudinal part of the gauge fields associated with

the broken symmetry. These gauge fields become massive. The scalar doublet can be

expressed as

¢ = u(e) = exp -ie,_ . (2.36)

Transforming to the unitary gauge,

¢ ¢, 1 o--0 = U- (e)¢ (2.37)

, -. W# + -. B_ (2.38)

t (2.39)Bp _ B_,

we have the mass terms

(EH)mass = _#2H 2 (2.40)

g2v2 v2
(/:OB)mass = -_--(I BA --iW_l) 2 + -_(gtBg - gB_) 2. (2.41)

We call H the Higgs boson whose mass is

M H = V/-2_ 2 > 0. (2,42)

Define the charged gauge fields

' (2.43)
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The first term of Eq, (2.41) now reads

g ,(Iw212+ In_-12), - (2.44)
4

• (
Thus, the masses oi"charged intermediate-vector-bosons are

gv (2.45)Mw+=M W_ =_-.

Similarly defining

_gtB_ + gW_
Z# = Jg2 + gr2

(2.4_)

&Il d

gB_+g'v_
AI't= V/g2.+ gr2 '

(2.47)

we havethesecondtermof Eq. (2.4.1)_

z_z_ (2.4s)8

The neutral intermediate-vector-boson has gained a mass

' U Z = vfg2+g t2v (2.49)2

I gr2= MW _+_, (2.50)
Using the fact

g2 __ (2.51)
,/3'

hence,thevalue of v is
1

v = (GFV/-2_)_ "2_250GEV. (2.52)

The field Ag remains a massless gauge boson corresponding to the U(1)em symmetry

and is identified as the photon field, We have just shown the Higgs mechanism

generating masses to gauge fields in Eqs. (2.36)--(2.50).
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How to generate fermion mass? Because eL is a doublet and eR is a singlet

under SU(2)L , the mass term _bL_bR is not gauge invariant. However,._LeR can

, couple with a Higgs doublet from Yukawa coupling,

- •
' Then, fermions can acquire masses from the SSB. Take the electron as an example.

The Yukawa coupling in the unitary gauge reads

( ) (0)]£Ye = -Ge _R(O,--_)v+ H VeLeL . (_L,OL) _2 H eR

-Gev _ Gell

Accordingly, the electron has a mass

Gev (2.54)
m e -- %/f_

The Yukawa coupling (2.53) can give masses to the isospin down type fermions.

However, unlike massless neutrinos, the weak isospin up type quarks, (u,c,t), are

massive. We need a charge conjugate scalar doublet

¢_=_2¢, (2.55)

to form another Yukawa coupling that generates masses for quarks (u,c,_). Unlike

leptons, the mass matrix for quarks is not diagonal. Hence the weak isospin states

are not the same as the mass eigenstates. Conventionally, in the weak interactions we
,,

keep the mass eigenstates of up-'type quarks as weak isospin states and define proper

weak isospin states of down-type quarks, (dr,st,bf), in terms of their mass eigenstates,
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(d,s,b),

dr d

st = UKM s (2.56)

br b

We cml UKM the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix [26]. UKM is a unitary m_trix

that comains three angles and one CP violation phase, usually expressed as

c12c13 s12c13 Sl3e-i6

UKM = -s12c23 - ¢12823813 ei6 c12c23 - 812s23813 ei6 823c13

812823 - c12e23813e i_ -c12823 - 812c23813 ei6 c23c13

(2.57)

Here, cii = cosOij and 8ii = si,_Oij. With the frame work of the standard model,

the four parameters in the KM matrix are determined by experiments not by theory.

Through the SSB of Higgs mechanism

SU(2) × U(1)y SS_.._BU(1)em,

we get three massive gauge bosons corresponding to tl,e broken symmetries, one

photon field to the surviving U(1)em group, and a massive Higgs particle. The

Yukawa couplings give masses to all fermions except neutrinos.

The outcome of tlle GWS model is very impressive. Three massive gauge bosons,

W +, B r-, and Z, have been discovered. All known results of experiments on weak

interactions agree with the GWS model. The t quark has nt,L been discovered, but

most of us expect to see it in the near future. Despi_e the enormous phenomenological

success of the GWS model, there are still many unanswered questions in the model.

More details of the unanswered questions will be presented in Section 2.4. A crucial

part of the GWS model is the Higgs sector for the SSB. Howevere, the Higgs bosons
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have yet to be discovered. One of the main purposes of the planned Superconducting

Super Collider (SSC) is to find the Higgs bosons. On the theoretical side, the GWS

model has been extended in order to provide answers to some of the problems not

answerable in the standard model. Most, of the extension can be tested at the SSC.

Technicolor is one of the extensions worthwhile investigating at the SSC. In Chapter

4, we will address the production of the neutral technicolor pseudo Goldstone bosons

and discuss the possibilities for finding them in SSC experiments.

2.3. Strong Interactions

Strong interactions are the interactions among hadrons, for example, the inter-

action which governs the scattering between protons, pion and proton, etc. The

classification studies of hadrons, hadron mass spectra, and hadronic interactions in

the sixties strongly suggested that hadrons have common building blocks [13] which

are called quarks. The deep inelastic electron-proton scattering experiments to probe

the structure of the proton at the SLAC confirmed the prediction by Bjorken of scal-

ing behavior [27] in the structure function of the proton. To explain Bjorken scaling,

Feynman [28] proposed the parton model where the electrons interact with almost

free partons inside the proton in the deep inelastic scattering. The partons were later

identified with quarks.

The interaction between quarks must be weaker at shorter distance in the par-

ton model. Because we have not observed free quarks, the strong interaction must

be sufficiently strong at larger distances so that quarks are permanently confined.

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) based on SU(3)c non-Abelian gauge theory sat-

isfies ali the requirements of this strong interaction among quarks. In this theory,
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each quark flavor forms a SU(3)c triplet and carries a quantum number called color.

The interaction is mediated bythe gluons (QCD gauge bosons). 't Hooft [29], Gross

.. and Wilczek [14], and Polizer [15] proved independently that QCD is asymptotically

free. So QCD satisfies the condition of free partons inside the proton when probed

by high energy photons. Furthermore, by its severe infrared properties, QCD also

confines quarks. Only colorless states can exist as isolated objects. This explains why

we have not observed free quarks. In the following, we list some of the evidence for

color quantum number [30]:

(i) Fermi statistics. Consider the A ++ resonance in the dz = _ state

3

IA ++, Jz = _)= i'tT, u T,u T). (2.58)

The ground State of A ++ is symmetric in flavor_ spin, and space. This clearly

violates the Fermi statistics. Fermi statistics can be restored if an extra quantum

number 'color' is introduced. Three up quarks in the state (2.58) are different in

their color, Each quark flavor forms a color triplet. The state (2.58) is modified to

T>, (2.5O)

whichisanti-symmetricundertheexchangeofany two quarks.

(ii)Cancellationofanomalies.IntheGSW model,thetriangularanomolies(see

Figure2.1)areproportionalto

__, Tr()'TaTa)cx __, ), (2.60)
fermions doublets

whereT a are the generators of SU(2)L and Y is the hypercharge. Each lepton

doublet with Y=-I comes with a quark doublet with Y=½. If each flavor has three

colors, then the triangular anomalies are cancelled.
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Figure 2.1. The triangular anomolies

(iii) 7r0 _ 27. The decay of neutral pion into two photons is given by the triangle

diagram (see Figure 2.2). The width is

2 2 . 64JF)--1r(_°_ 2_)=N_(Q_-Q_)2j.,_( (2.61)

where Nc isthe number ofcolorsand Ou and Qd are thechargesforu and d,

respectively. The experimental data [31] are

rexp. = 7.48 =t=0.33eV.

If we take Nc = 3, we obtain

r(TrO ,_, 27 ) = 7.6e11,

which agrees with the experimental data.
,.

(iv) e+ -e- annihilations Hadrons are formed from the fragmentations of

quark-antiquark pairs which are produced by e+ -e- annihilations (see Figure 2.3).

The ratio Rha d is defined by
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°

Figure 2.2. wr' _ 2_/through fermion loop

I

e

Figure 2.3. Hadron production from e + -e- annihilations
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o'(e.e- _ hadrons)

Rha d - _(e.e_ #+#.- )

--. Nc _ Q2 (2.62)
flavors

whereNc isthenumberofcolorand Qi isthechargeoftheithquark.Equation

(2.62)aurasovertheflavorswliichareallowedby theenergy.ForNc = 3 andfive

flavors, we have 11
Rha,d = -_,

which agrees with data 132](see Figure 2.4).
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We write the Lagrangian of QCD as

£QCD = _ _bf(iy_tD#- mf)¢f- _TrF#VFt_,_ + £GF + £FI _, (2.63)
-' flavors

where £GF is a gauge fixing term necessary for covariantly quantizing the gauge

fields and £FP removes contributions of all non-physical states. In the standard

model, the masses of quarks are from the Yukawa couplings.

QCD brings new features of the fundamental forces, i.e., asymptotic freedom and

confinement. Since the QCD interaction becomes strong at lower energY, we enter the

non-perturbative regime. This remains a big challenge in high energy physics. The

test of QCD are continuously undertaken. Experiments from hadron colliders as well

as eq-e- accelerators continually provide information on strong interactions. From

these, we will learn more about the strong interactions.

2.4. Unanswered Questions

More than two decades ago, we had many questions about elementary particles.

' Today, we have a theory, the standard model, which is capable of accounting for ali

experimental data in particle physics. The standard model does not unify all the

fundamental forces. However, its success firmly establishes the gauge principle as a

guiding principle in describing fundamental interactions. From the gauge principle

many attempts to unify ali forces have been made. Gravity, which was a classical

theory for a long time, has recently been formulated as a quantum theory in the

superstring theory. Although !lo attempts can claim to be totally successful and the

road to the true theory of everything is far from clear, these attempts do open new

windows for us to gaze into nature.

i

i
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The standard model 'contains many unexplained facts Except for the gauge

principle and Higgs mechanism, the other facets of the standard model are input

• . from experimental observations and do not have satisfatory theoretical explanations,

Even the Higgs mechanism has unsatlsfatory properties when the strong interactions

and electroweak interactions are unified in a simple symmetry, implying the existence

of an energy scale much higher than the electroweak energy scale; this difference

in scalesisknown asthe hierachyproblem.There isa strongindicationthatthe

standardmodel may be incompleteand isonlyan effectivetheorywhich isvalidat

lowenergies.We listsome oftheunansweredquestionsinthestandardmodel [33]:

(1)What determinesthemas_ hierarchiesofquarksand leptons?

(ii)What determinestheKobayashi-Maskawamatrix?

] .,

(iii)How many generationsarethere?

(iv)What istheoriginofCP violation?

(v) Why aretheresomany elementaryparticles?Are theycomposite?

Many extendedtheoriesofthestandardmode] havebeendevelopedinordertogive '

answers to some of these questions, such as the SU(5)grand unified theory; these

include SU(5) × U(1) flipped grand unified theory, technicolor, supersymmetry, the

superstring inspired E 6 model, strong CP, compositeness. Experiments a.t the next

generation accelerators in the TeV energy region may give answers to some of these

questions. This is the reason why the Superconducting Super Collider is eagerly

awaited by all high energy physicists,
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3. THE TECHNICOLOR THEORY

Using the Higgs mechanism to break the symmetry has the hierarchy problem and

therefore requires fine tuning. The mechanism of dynamical symmetry breaking due

to a new strong force, the technicolor force, was invented to eliminate the hierarchy

problem [19]. The hierarchy problem of Higgs fields is addressed in Section 1. Then,

the mechanism of dynamical symmetry breaking is introduced in Section 2, Section

3 briefly reviews the technicolor theory [34],

3.1. The Hierarchy Problem

The scalar Higgs fields in tile standard model possess file hierarchy problem,

when the model is grand unified to include a very high energy scale. This is a general

feature of a theory which contains spin zero fields, The hierarchy problem stems from

the loop corrections to the potential of the Higgs fields. Take the SU(5) grand unified

theory [35] as an example. The SU(5) has two scales corresponding to the symmetry

breaking on the grand unified symmetry scale and the weak symmetry scale

SU(5) _ SU(3)c x SU(2)L × V(1)_, <¢}, SU(3)c ><U(1)em (3,1)

with

Ici,) = 10t3 (¢). (3.2)
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Figure3.I.A sampleoftheradiativecorrectionstogheIllggspotential

The Higgs potential reads

V(+,¢) : ,X1(¢'_ -(¢,)2)2 + ,_2(,/,2. (,/,)2)2. (3.3)

The quantum radiative corrections would introduce couplings between @ and _b,e.g.,

through _their coupling to gauge bosons as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The correction

to the V('I',_b)is roughly

~ (sJ)-la4+2 2. (3.4)

The new minima ofthepotentialare

(_,)NEI¥ _ (_) (3.5)

and

,,_ g2

(d#)NEl V 4_-_ <¢],). (3,6)

The ratio of two new vacuum expectation values becomes

02,,, (3.7)
(eh)NEW 4_r_'
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which is of the order O(1), The loop corrections are so large that the Higgs field

of the low scale moves to the high scale and _is therefore 1013 time too large for

. the electroweak symmetry breakdown, In order to separate the symmetry breaking
G

between the grand unified and the weak scales, we have to fine tune the physical

parameters to incredible accuracy and to redo it in every order of perturbation, In t'

Hooft's criterion of naturalness [36], the physical parameters should not depend on a

fixed wlue, precise to 10"26, in order to make the system stable under perturbation.

There are two ways to cure the unnaturalness of Higgs fields. One is to introduce an

extra symmetry, the supersymmetry [18], such that the leading quadratic divergences

of the radiative correction are caltceled by adding loops of supersymmetric particles

(see Figure 3.2). Another way is to make the Higgs fields as composite particles _vhlch'

are bound states of new strongly interacting particles [19]. In the forme_, s'apersym-

merry introduces a new t_roupof supersymmetric particles which are partners of the

ordinary particles. None of these particles have been discovered yet. In the latter,

the theory is called the technicolor theory and brings in new particles which also have

not been observed. One major task of the experiments of the next generation, e.g.,

SSC, will be devoted to testing the Higgs sector in the standard model to find out

the true nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking.

3.2. The Dynamical Symmetry Breaking

In this section, we will discuss dynamica_ _ymmetry breaking, an alternative to

the spontaneous symmetry breaking scheme. We take QCD as an example. At high

energy, the isospin doublet (u,d)quarks, whose masses can be neglected, have a global
E

SU(2)L x SU(2)R chiral symmetry, where L (R)stands f0r left (fight). The strong

q
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Figure 3.2. A diagram of radiative correction from supersyxnmetry particals,
gauginos

interaction coupling strength increases as the energy decreases. When the coupling

strength reaches a critical value, tile u and fl quarks form condensates. This feature is

very similar to vapor condensation to water when the temperature hits the transition

point. The quark-antiquark condensates develop non-zero vacuum expectation val'ue

(_,>o= (d_>o# o, (_.s)

The condensates, ftu and dd, still have SU(2)V (SU(2)L.+R) vector symmetry, The

global chiral symmetry is broken to the smaller SU(2)V symmetry by the strong

QCD force at energy scale AQC D ,,,.,200 MeV

AQ-_CD SU(2) . (3.9)SV(2)L× SU(2)R v

According to the Goldstone theorem, we have three massless Goldstone bosons cor-

responding to the three degrees of freedomor the broken SU(2)A (SU(2)L_R) sym-

metry, where A stands for the axial vector. They are

_r+ = di75u (3.10)
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_.0 - 1
= _(_ii'rh"- di'Yhd) (3.11)

9r- =____i75d, . (3.12)

"' I

The three Goldstone bosons are coupled to the three axial isospin currents

/ (OlJ_af=b(q))=iy,_q_5_5 (3,13)
,

wh_reJ_a_e d_l_n_d_
¢1 _ icr2

J_+ = ¢7"75 2 ¢ (3.14)
o,I + io-2

J_- --- ¢'_'Y5 2 -¢ (3.15)

O,3 .

J_o--¢'_'_5V ¢ (3._)

with ¢ = (u,d) and the ¢i are tile Pauli matrices. If we include the electroweak inter-

,ctions, SU(2)L × U(1)y, the hadronic current g_a could couple to the electroweek

gauge fields. The W'8 couple to J_a with strength g/2 where g is the SU(2)L gauge

coupling constant. The B# field of U(1)y couples to g_0 with strength gr2 where

gt is the U(1)y gauge coupling constant, Consider the propagators of W =t: modified

by the hadronic current

g#U _ q# qV/ q2 g#V _ q# qU/ q2 /
--4 -

q2 q2,(i+ n(qe)) (3.17)

wheren(q2)_ 1,_,eh_d_on_ccont6b,,t_on_orh,;wc,=mpo_6,_t_on(,_ F_g,_,e3.3).

II(q 2) develops a pole at q2 =0 due to massless pions

q2_O gel2n(q2) -_ (318)
4q2 '

From the modified propagators, W :k has a mass

gf_
MW= T' (3._9)

• o •., .... ., .., , ......
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W* TT* W*
.... AgW_

Figure 3.3. Vacuum polarization due to pions

I

_0 l.r D 13

WVVV_.... -_

Wo _o Wo ,B _o B
_VV_ - - - _ ,__W- -%_V'

Figure 3.4. Mixing diagrams between W" and B gauge bosons

For the neutral gauge bosons, we have a mass matrix because of the mixing diagrams

(see Figure 3.4)

M 2 f_( g2 gg,) (3.20)= T gg, g,2 "
The eigenvalues of !he matrix are

M_ = 0 (3.2_)

1 g2 gl2M} -- _( ,+ )f2 (3.22)
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The eigenstates A# and Z# are tile same as those in the standard model and are

identified as photon field and neutral Z boson, respectively. Three of the gauge

•" bosons acquire mass. In this scheme, the pions replace the Higgs fields and the

strong interactions replace the Higgs potential. Hence, we have an alternative to

break the symmetry and to make gauge bosons massive. But since ftr is about 93

MeV and the desired value is about 250 GeV, the massive gauge bosons cannot get

enough mass from QCD condensation. To overcome this problem, Weinberg and

Susskind [19] postulated in 1979 a new strong interaction (technicolor) among new

fermions (technifermions) that is responsible for the electroweak symmetry breaking.

The point is to assume the decay constant of the new pions (technipions) to be about

2,000 times larger than that of the ordinary pions. With this much larger decay

constant, the technipions could generate the correct masses for the W + and Z.

3.3. Tile Technicolor Theory

We assume thatTC isa SU(Nrc) QCD-likenon-Abeliangauge theoryand is

asymptotically free. To increase the ftr value by a thousand times, we naively have

a relation

Fn ._ ATC _ O(103), (3.23)
]'Tr AQC D

where ATC (AQCD)is the technicolor (QCD) condensate scale. FH is the decay

constant of technicolor pions (technlpions). If AQC D _ 200 MeV, then ATC is about

200 GeV. This give us a rough idea of where the TC scale is.

'" We will focus on the popular one-family TC model, i.e., the Farhi-Susskind model
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[21]. The technifermions form SU(2)L doublets

Di , U_R, D)R (3.24)
L

(')N
, NR, ER, (3.25)

E L

where i is the QCD color index. The technicolor indices are suppressed. We use capital

letters to represent the technifermions. The technifermions have weak interactions,

but only U and D have QCD interactions. All of the technifermions carry technicolor

so that they strongly interact with each other. In the high energy region of order of 1

TeV, the TC force becomes very strong and the standard model forces become very

weak, and therefore we can ignore the QCD and electroweak coupling. In the Farhi-

Susskind model the technifermions have a global SU(8)L x SU(8)R chiral symmetry

for the 8 fermions, Ur, Ub, UY, Dr, Db, DY, N, E. Just as in QCD, when the TC force

becomes strong at ATC ,,_ O(TeV), the technifermions form condensates. These

condensates give rise to non-zero wcuum expectation value

(0U)0 = (DD)0 = .... :fi 0. (3.26)

Then the chiral symmetry is broken into a vector symmetry

su(s)L×su(srRAT_T_TSU(8)V (3.27)

Hence, 82 - 1 = 63 degrees of freedom are lost, resulting in 63 massless pseudoscalar

Goldstone bosons (PGBs). These massless PGBs are technipions. We list the 63

PGBs in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. The 63 PGBs in one-family model. Q' is a colored quark doublet
and L is the lepton doublet. A. are the Gell-Mann SU(3) matrices
and r a are the Pauli matrices. The first number in the paren-
theses is the representation in SU(3), and the second one is the
representation in SU(2)L

(s,3) O_;- OwAor°Q

(s,_) P_"=O-r,_oQ

(_,a) #;,_=O,-r,_oL

(3,3) T;'= L.r,..,_-"Q_

(3, 1) Ti =- LTr,Oi

(1,3) II _ -_ O-y_r"O .+ L%r°L

(1,3) P_ = O'y:,r_Q - 3L%r_L
pa_ QT;,raQ_ 3LT,_raL

(1, 1) P'" =_O'yaQ - 3L75L

..
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W_ "lT_ W_ B T ° B
• ....

W ° T o B

Figure 3.5. Gauge bosons coupled to II"

The PGBs can couple to tile axial technihadronic currents

(01s_'Inbl= rnq_'6_b (3.2S)

where II denotes technipions. The FII are of the same value for all PGBs due to

the residue SU(8)V symmetry. There are appropriate J5# which are coupled to the

electroweak gauge fields. Similar to the QCD case, the modified propagators of W _,

Z, and B develop poles as q2 _ 0 (see Figure 3.5). The results are

MW = _v,TFn (3.29)2

_92 + g/2 v/_FIiMZ = 2 (3.30)

M7 = 0, (3.3t)

where r is the number of doublets; r = 4 in one-family model. So F1-I becomes

2Ml V 250Gel" (3.32)En- v_g - v_ '

This would lower the the technicolor scale by ,-'_rr' Three PGBs will be identified as

the longitudinal parts of W +, W-, and Z. Assume the TC gauge group to be a
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SU(N). To estimate tile value of ATC , we must know the N dependence of the FH.

From the 7_ expansion [37], Fn goes times the fundamental scMe as N gets large.

Therefore we change Eq. (3.23) to

'NATo~ (3.33)
v/3AQCD .fr"

Hence, we see that the TC scale ATC gets smaller as N grows. For one-family in the

SU(4) technicolor group, the TC scale would be ATC _ 233 GeV.

The TC model does not have the kind of Yukawa couplings that in the standard

model generate masses for fermions, ttowever, the masses could come from the four-

fermion coupling (see Figure 3.6)

g4ffFF (3.34)

after the PF condense. Since the coupling constant g4 has mass dimension-2_ the

theory would not be renormalizable. Similar to the Fermi's four-fermion interaction,

the co, pling (3.34) can be viewed as the low energy effective Lagrangian from the

exchange of a massive vector boson (see Figure 3.6). The effective coupling g4 would

be

g4 g} 2= Tc/METC, (3.35)

where 9ETC is the coupling constant between ordinary and technifermions. The

MET C are the masses of new gauge bosons. The ETC represents extended technl-

color which was introduced to connect the ordinary fermions and technifermions such

that fermions acquire masses after TC condensation [38, 39]. The fermions masses

have the form

mf (gETc/M}Tc)IFFI02 O( 3 2 2 (3.36)= ... ATC)(gETC/METC).
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Since the ordinary fermions have different masses, there are different mass values of

the extended gauge bosons

" M2ETC = O(A_c)/m f, (3,37)

Because more than one MET ef can contribute to the mass of one given fermion, Eq,

(3.37) isnotexactand we would have mixing among quarks similar to the Kobayashi-

Maskawa matrix. Equation (3,37) is only used to give some idea about MET Cf. The

approximate masses of ETC bosons are shown as follows [40]',

mu = 6MeV M2ETCu

J

2200TEV 2

= 10m v M2ETC 1200T V2md

ms = 200MEV M2ETC8 _ 60TEV 2

= _ _ 8TeV 2mc 1.SGeV II:[ TCc

= 5GeV M2ETCb _ 2.4TEV 2m b

m t = 80GEV M TC t "_ 0.16TEV 2,

To simplify the ETC, we assume that the ETC group commutes with the elec-

troweak's SU(2)L x U(1)y and QCD's SU(3)c. The breaking pattern of the ETC is

in a sequence of the masses of ETC bosons

----, 30TEV2 ITeV2 (3'38)GETC 103TEV2 GEtT C _, GEttTC _ GTC.

We are not worried about what causes the breaking pattern here. To make the

ETC group closed, we generally would have ETC interactions among the ordinary

fermions. This can be seen as follows, Through ETC interaction an ordinary fermion

can transform into a TC ferrvion and similarly a TC fermion can transform into
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f F
F

F

(,) (b)
Figure 3.6. Two Feynman diagrams

(a) Four fermion coupling (b) Intermediating a gauge boson

an ordinary one. Combining these two operations results i,! a transformation of an

ordinary fermion into another ordinary fermion

[:iF,[:fj]= h,fj, (3.39)

These interactions are called "horizontal ETO" (HETC).

The HETC can contribute to the flavor changing neutral current (FCNC). A

way to suppress the FCNC from HETC is to assume there are many generations of

technifermions. Each TC generation is only coupled to one fermion generation such

, that

[]ira, Fbfj] = 0 for i # j,a # b, (3.40)

where i, j, and a, b are the family indices. This totally eliminates the FCNC through

HETC channels but this scheme has problems [41] concerned with fight spin-zero

bosons [42, 43] and breaking the degeneracy between the different generations. The

diagram in Figure 3.7 shows that K 0 - _0 mixing arises at the tree level from
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Figure 3.7, K _' K" mixing from exchanging HETC gauge boson

exchanging HETC bosons [40], The effective Lagrangian of the diagram reads

02 02

£;[d f = {($L,y#dL)2,(_LTpdL)(gRT#dR),($RT#dR)2}(M2Ed, M_, ), (3,41)

where the 8 are Cabibbo-like angle factors of HETC, The subscript E is the short

hand for ETC. The present data on K 0 - 1(-0 mixing give the lower bound on Ill_d

and M2Es

2 M_ s xMEd , _ 5 104 TeV 2 (3.42)

which is much larger than the value needed to generate masses for the u and d quarks.

A similar situation also occurs when we examine the DO - _0 mixing which gives

the lower bound

MEu,2 M2Ec > 800 TeV 2. (3.43)

The 800 TeV 2 is two orders of magnitude Of tlle desired value 8 TeV 2 estimated

before. Tiffs is a serious problem and we 'will come back to this topic later.

In standard model, Higgs boson couples to fermions with coupling,

Y-_ ,, (3,44)gHff = v"
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Similar to Higgs boson, the naive coupling of neutral PGBs to fermions is

2/_ 2_/:,., mL •
gp/f _ AT C _ FH gM W

$o the neutral PGBs can contribute tothe FCNC at the tree level, T_,e dat_ on the

K 0 - R O mixing give the lower bound

mp 000 e G V, (3,46)

where the 0 is Cablbbo-llke angle, Equation (3,46) is the most troublesome for the

light neutral PGBs. However, there is a way out, In the standard model, the Higgs

bosons do not contribute to the FCNC because the same charge fermions, e.g., (u,c,t),

are coupled to one Higgs doublet. When we diagonallze the mass matrix, we simul-

taneously dlagonallze the couplings between the Higgs bosons and fermions, lt was

proposed by Ellis et al, [44] (monophagic model) that fermions of the same charge get

their masses from a single technifermion condensate, This makes the FCNC vanish

at the tree level of a single PGB exchange diagram.

The neutral PGBs are also coupled to fermions from the effective four-fermlon

interactions
2

gETC )(_'LT#.fL ), (3,47)
(h' "FLI(M}rc

Making the Fierz transformation on (3.47) we have

2

(/L_#IL)(_)(PL_I#FL) + (L _ R), (3.48)
' M}T C

The neutral PCBs are coup]ed to FLT#F L with magnitude ip#Fii, Equation (3.48)

becomes

g2 ,
i(]L,y_fL) ( EZC , (3,49)-)p#FiiP.

M}TC
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The coupltng reads

gpff m f(M}Tc)FII = gMvt, \_[t,f_,_,) [ gETC W ] . " (3,50)\ ,zM}rc

Comparing with (3.45), this new Coupling is suppressed by a factor M /llt}T C,

Recently, the slowly running coupling TC [45] and the fixed point TC [46] have been

proposed to enhance the condensates_ (/_F/0, Since

gETC (a
ml= M2ET C (FF)o,

for fixed ml, the larger (FF)0 can suppress the value of YETC/',..2 InI2ETC' This, in

turn, suppresses the FCNC from ETC and gIpfy._

The 63 massless PGBs can acquire masses from QCD, electroweak, and ETC

interactions which explicitly break some of the spontaneously broken symmetries,

The degeneracy of the vacuum states is broken after we include all interactions in the

model besides the TC [43]. There is less degeneracy of the vacuum states and some

PGBs obtain masses. In the spontaneously broken symmetry, we have

e-iQAAall20) = ll2(h)):_ 0, (3.52)

where QA are the broken axial charges [33], By adding a small perturbation, t_HI,

we define an energy E(Aa) by

_A A i_AA(ao -iw= aln0>, (a.sa)

Ifthe subset QAB of OA are unbroken by _fHl, the new physical vacuum states will

ll_phy(A )) = eiQ_BaAa[120). (3.54)

A
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Rewrite E in terms of the physical vacuum states

A A' QAaA;
E(A t) = (f_phyle-iQBa a6H 1 If_phy), • (3,_5)

where]Q A are the explicitly broken charges, We then have equations

OE I = 0 =v (f_phyl[QBa, 6ttl]lf_phy ) =0 (3.56)

and

02 E = Ma2b_ IIQBa, > = M2b (3 57)

bAta0A_Ata,b-0 (12Ph!¢ 1'5H1,OBbl}laphy , ,

From Dashen's formula [47],the mass squared matrix m2 of PGBs is related to M2bab

M2 (3.5s)= ' abml]'

The masses of PGBs have been calculated [43] and are listed in Table 3.2. Note

that the neutral color singlets, P ot and p3, are still massless since their associated

symmetries are not exphcitly broken by QCD and electromagnetism.

It has been shown thai the Pa ft-Salam SU(4) symmetry [48] on mutiplets,

(U",ub, uY, N) T and (Dr,Db,DY,E) T, (3.59)

can generate about 10 to 40 GeV to the masses of P0t,3 [39]. The four-fermion

interactions which give masses to the P 0t,3 and P+ are

Y2ETc[OOLL- O 5,aQL'ys, L],
M2TC

which is SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)y × TC invariant. Here Q is (Ui,Di) T and L is

(N, E) T, These four-fermion interactions violate separate techniquark and technilep-

ton chiral symmetries, and generate masses for P0t,3 and P'J:

mp = a, gETC(_'F)o/(FIIMETC)
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Table 3,2, The masses of PGBs

•' PGBs )llas,_

®_',P_" _ 245 GeV

T,'_,T_,_[', 7'i ,_ 160 GeV

P_: 0(10 GeV)

p,,' pa 0

_ ,, , f- METIC/gETC.m (3,61)

where a is a coefficient of order unity. The slowly running coupling TC and the

fixed point TC can enhance the vev of condensate, In the scheme of slowly running

coupling TC, Appelquist et al. [45] estimated the messes of PGBs from the four

fermion interactions,

mp = a. (50 - 70 GEV), (3.62)

where a is O(1). This can eliminate the embarrassing fight PGBs and suppress the

FCNC from exchanging PGBs (see Eq, (3.46)). Appelquist, Lane, and Mahanta

[49] has shown that in the next leading order of the ladder approximation to the

Schwinger-Dyson gap equation, which is used to calculate the vev of condensate, there

is a 1%-20% correction to the first order depending on the fermion representation.

They assert thai the ladder approximation may be a good method to handle the gap

equation. In other words, the scenarios of the slowly running coupling TC or the

fixed point TC may be realistic.
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It seems that the large FCNC in TC can be tamed by the slowly running coupling

TC oi' the fixed point TC. A direct evidence of TC is the discovery of PGBs with

., masses on the order of hundreds of GeV, In the next chapter, We will focus on the

production of neutral PGBs (or techniplons), P ot and Pot' , at the SSC,
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L,

4. THE PRODUCTION OF NEUTRAL TECHNIPIONS, P Ot AND POt

The fundamental scalar fields in the standard model cause the hierarchy problem

and also have not yet been discovered. Searching for extensions of the standard model

at _the least leads us two alternatives, the supersymmetry and technicolor (TC), to

solve the hierarchy problem. In this chapter, we will discuss the signals of TC from

neutral technipion production through

p + p _ g(q) + POt( POt) + X (4.1)

at the SSC.

4.1. The Motivations

A crucial of the signal of TC below ATC _.. O(TeV) is the existence of hadron-

like heavy pseudoscalar particles, i.e., the PGBs. The masses of PGBs are model-

dependent, but most model estimates give mass ranging from the order of 10 GeV

to a few hundred GeV [43, 39, 45]. If TC is indeed responsible for the spontaneous

symmetry breaking of the electroweak interactions, many PGBs should be produced

in the energy range of hundreds of GeV. The direct production of POt and P0t at the

SSC have been investigated in Eichtfn et al. (EHLQ)[22]. The signals that EHLQ
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looked into are the two-body final states

p+p pO'(pO')+x . (4.2)

and

pO'(po') gg,QQ (4.3)
P 01 --, rr, (4.4)

where Q is a heavy quark such as the b and t. The decay channel of two gluon jets

for P 0_ is hard to detect due to a very large QCD background of continuous mass

spectrum of two jets. The background of POt from bb pairs is 2 orders of magnitude
' ,

larger than the corresponding signal. The signal and the background of rP for P Ot

-are approximately of the same order. EHLQ further pointed out that the efficiency

on measuring the invariant mass of the v_ pair is poor so that it is hard to use this

signal. The background of gg for P80r is much larger than the signal. However the

tt signal for p_t is comparable to the background. Itence, EFILQ concluded that the

useful signals are r_ for P ot and tt for POr, but we need high efficiency in identifying

particles and high precision in measuring invariant mass of pairs. It has been shown

by D. McKay et al. [23] that three-body decay modes are significant for heavy P Or. '

Thus, we expect POt would be similar to POr. The three-gluon (3g) and two-gluon

modes dominate the decay of P0r when M_ t is greater than 50 GeV but less than

the tt thresilold. Once the P Ot mass is large enough to make tt decay, _ channel

dominates the decay. The q_lg channel also has a significant contribution. So for

large P Ot mass, the signal to look for is tt if it is allowed. More details on the decays

of P 0r and POt are given in the next chapter.
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Going beyond what has been considered in EHLQ, we will investigate other

production processes of Pot and P0t_, i.e.,

p .+ p --, g(q)+ P0t(Ps0t ) + X (4.5)

ao that POt and pO' can be produced in high transverse momentum (P_l_)' In EHLQ,

pOt and P_t are produced at zero Pl_' For high P_l_,the recoiled parton jet can serve

as a tagging jet to faciliate the identification of the PGBs. In the next section, we

will address a technique used to Simplify the calculations involving multi-gluons.

4.2. Multi-Gluon Processes and the Slavnov-Taylor Identity

The calculations of gluon processes are generally very complicated, even for sim-

ple tree diagrams. The complication is caused by two factors due to tlle trilinear and

quartic couplings: (1) there are many diagrams, and (2) the amplitude satisfies the

SlavnovLTaylor identity (STI) [50] rather than the simpler Ward-Takahashi identity

(WTI) [51] of the Abelian case.

For a massless vector particle, the polarization projection is given by

2

,_=1

(kgnu+kvrt#)/k.n+n2kgkr,/(k.n) 2, (4.6)

where n is an arbitrary vector orthogonal to e, e. rt = 0. The use of (4.6), in general,

gives rise to.a large number of terms in the intermediate steps of a calculation. In the

Abelian case, e.g., QED, since the WTI is satisfied, we can drop the k# dependent

terms in (4.6). The polarization projection is reduced to

2

= (4.7)
A=I
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wliich simplifies the calculation enormously.

In QCD, the use of (4.6) can be avoided and replaced by (4.7). However, this
-.

.. requires the addition of ghost diagrams in order to compensate the scalar and longi-
i

tudinal gluon contributions, where the ghost diagrams are obtained from the original

amplitude by replacing, in turn, each pair of external gluon lines by a pair of ghost

lines_ Some internal gluon lines can also be replaced byghost lines if they are not

connected to lines other than gluon lines.

lt was observed in Ref. [52] in the calculation of the cross section of g + g _ q + _/

that dropping of the terms of the amplitude which vanish due to the transversality

condition k. e = 0 allows the use of (4.7) without the compensating ghost diagrams.

We will give a general proof that the transversality condition when incorporated

in the Feynman amplitude of a multi-gluon process makes the reduced amplitude

satisfy the WTI and, therefore, (4.7) can be used for the cross section calculation

without the compensating ghost diagrams This technique applies to QCD processes

as well to processes containing non-QCD couplings.

Consider the Feynman amplitude of a process with n gluons

T#l_2...#n (kl, k2, '"' kn; ql, q2, '", qf), (4.8)

where k 1,..., kn with the Lorentz ind_.ces #1 ,'", #n, respectively, represent the exter-

nal gluon momenta; ql,'", qf are the momenta of the external particles other than

the gluons. The amplitude satisfies the STI

¢(12) ¢(13)
k11_#1#2...#n#'_ = k21a2_#3...#n + +

= ... kn,,, (4.9)

where _/_3"'(12!'#n' etc., are the ghost terms obtained from (4,8) by replacing the gluon
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lines of momenta k 1 and k2, etc., with ghost lines of the corresponding momenta and

color indices. Inthe calculation of the cross section with (4.8), one uses either (4.6),

.. or (4.7)together With the ghost diagrams.

Note the structure of (4.9): Each ghos_ term is associated with a definite momen-

tum factor which is the momentum of the replaced gluon other _.han the contracting

momentum. This:suggests a way to obtain a modified amplitude which satisfies the

WTI by eliminating the ghost terms': drop a11' the terms in (4.8) which are propor-

tional to ki#i,i = 1,2,...,n, by the transversality condition k. _ = 0. Denote the

modified amplitude by

f l 2...un. (4,10)

Hence, the amplitudes (4.8) and (4.10) give the same cross section. We have two

cases to consider: with fermions (f :fl 0)and without fermions (f =: 0).

First consider the case f _ 0. We can choose kl,k2,...,kn,ql,...,qf_ 1 tO be the

independent momentum set. Consider the contraction of (4.10) with k_ 1 The only

possibility that the k2p2,..., kn#n terms may be regenerated is the presence of terms

in (4.10) which are proportional to gl_l#i,i = 2,...,n. We writei

T_IP2...Pn = g]z1#2 ._n . g#1_z3J#2#4...Pn q-
.

4.(ln)
... + gpl#n,#2...#n_l +other terms. (4.11)

Then

,_  (13)

... . klpnJ#2...#n_ 1 -I-other terms. {4.12)

Since k 1 is independent of k2,.., and kn, no terms proportional to k2P2,...,knpn

can appear in (4.12). A similar argument holds for the contraction of T#l...pn with
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k_ 2 ,...,k_ n. Hence, we have

(k_l,kl2_2,.,.,k_nn)T#l#2...#n = O. " (4.13)

Wl-.,_swe can use (4.7) for all the gluons when the modified amplitude (4.10) is used

in the cross section calculation.

The f = 0 case, i.e., all the external lines are gluon lines, is different since only

n-1 of the g]uon momenta can be linearly independent. Take the first n-1 momenta to

be linearly independent. Again, the terms proportional to kl# 1 , k2P2, ..., kn._ l#n_ 1

do not appear in an expression similar to (4.12). But a term which is proportional to

(kl . k2 . '" . kn-1)Ph = -knpn can appear. Therefore, the ghost term associated

with the kn gluon line cannot be eliminated. In order to eliminate this ghost term,

we define another amplitude

1 1: 1 (414)

where en is the polarization vector of nth external gluon. Equation (4.14) satisfies

_he WTI with respect to the first n-1 gluon momenta

(k_l k2P2 #n-1 - 0. (4.15)' '""kn-1 )T#l#2"'#n-1-

In the cross section calculation with (4.14), we can use (4.7) for the first n-1 gluons

and (4.6) for the last gluon.

Equations (4.13) and (4.15) hold to all orders in the perturbation expansion as

long as the STI in the form of (4.9) holds. A technical point to be noted is that, to

obtain (4.10), it is necessary to expand the trilinear vertices in order to eliminate all

the terms proportional to hi#i, if there are two or more adjacent trilinear vertices.
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Two other powerful methods havebeen proposed in the literature for the calcu.

lation of multi-gluon processes involving massless quarks in tree diagrams:

.. (a) The Use of helicity amplitudes instead of tensor ampLitudes is proposed in

Ref, [53] for the calculation of multi-photon processes, Generalization to non'AbeLian

cases is given in Ref, [54], This method modifies the polarization vector of the gauge

boson, It is suitabIe for processes involving massless fermions which interact with

gauge bosons in definite helicity states and where the axial vector current conservation

holds.

(b) An extension of helicity amplitudes which imbeds QCD in a N = 2 supersym-

metry has been proposed in Ref. [55]. In this approach, some of the external gluon

lines are replaced by scalar lines and therefore; this greatly simplifies cross section

calculations. This technique also relies on the chiral separation of the interaction of

gauge bosons with massless fermions,

These methods are very useful only in a process with massless fermions, In
i

. particular, the technique (b) reties on the supersyrnmetrization of the theory under

consideration. It is not clear how to apply (b) straightforwardly to an effective the-

ory such t_s the technicolor's low energy effective Lagrangian. However, the present

method [56] depends only on the gauge invariance of the theory, i.e,, the WT iden-

tity. It applies to processes involving massive fermions and in principle to high order

processes.

4.3. The Production of P Ot

Theproduction of P0tfrom the processes

g(pl)+g(p2) P°'(p3)+g(p4) (4.16)
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g(Pl) q" q(P2) _ P0t(p3)+ q(P4) (4.17)

has been calculated by D. McKay, et al. [23], for light Pot with a mass of the order
J

of 10 GeV. Because the light P Ot suffers from the large FCNC, the enhancement of

TC condennates in the slowly running coupling TC or in the fixed point TC can raise

the mass of P ot to an order of hundreds of GeV, so as to suppress the FCNC (see

Chapter 3, Section 3), Thus, we recalculate the production rate for mp= 100 to 400

GeV. We ignore the production from qq fusion

q(Pl) + q(P2) _ POt(p3)+ g(P4) (4.18)

because the contribution from this process is negligible compared to the processes

(4.16) and (4.17)in high energy p-p colliders such as the SSC.

The vertices of Pot coupling to gluons are shown in Appendix. The amplitude

squares of (4.16)and (4,17) after averaging over the spins and colors of the initial

state and summing the spins and colors of the final state are given by

 (gg pO'g) =

_4i + _ii + (4.19)u T

aIi d

_(gq _,pOtq) = 2a3(Q 2)
9_ F_I_2
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Figure4.1.Feynman diagramsforgg ---,P_J'g

where

= (p_+p2)2

i = (pl-P3) 2

= (pl p4)2,

as is the strong coupling constant and is a function of interaction energy Q. 'We

. ,,t 0tneglect all fermlons-P v (P_) vertices since they are proportional to and are
-11

small for light fermions. The Feynman diagrams for (4.16) and (4.17) are shown in

Figures 4.1 and 4,2. The numerical results will be presented in Section 4,5.
t

4.4. The Production of POt

Similarly to P 0t, we focus on two modes,

g(pl)+g(p2)-"es°'(p3)+g(p4) (4.21)

g(Pl)+ q(P2) _ PO'(p3) + q(P4) (4,22)
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Figure 4.2, Feyman diagrams for gq -, Pq_'q

The qq mode is again ignored because it is small as compared to (4.21) and (4.22).

The mode (4.22) has three diagrams, shown in Figure 4.3. See Appendix for the

vertices of POt coupling to gluons, We only calculate diagram (c) since we neglect

the PGB-fermion vertex. The averaged amplitude square of (4,22) is

_ __ 2o_(Q2)M(gq_ e_'q)- ×
9v F_-li2

{l_+;,)[l__+_ -,4I_+,_)]+_,,_,_}_._)
The differences between the gq production of P ot and Pot are the color factor and

PGB-gloon vertex (see Appendix), The P80ris enhanced by a factor 10 (Jb,Q× 6 - 10).

The Pot production, through gluon fusion (4.21), has 7 Feynman diagrams which
6

are shown in Figure 4.4, To avoid the complicated polarlzahon projection of gluon

in (4.6) or the compensating ghost diagrams in using (4,7), we use the modified

amplitude discussed in the preceding section, The final result is

32oa3(Q 2) I

i
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-2ra_ . + + -.

= [(aO2+(aa)2+(_i)=+3m2 + aifi-'-,

=2(,3 + _3 + ft3)+ m4(a_-b i12q- ,_)] }, (4,24)

The pole terms in Eq. (4.24) do dot cause any trouble in the kinematic region of
l

our concern, since none of the variables_ _, _, and ft, will be near the resonance P_

and zero. The next section presents some numerical results oi' the differential cross

section.

4.5. The Numerical Results

The measurable cross section is a convolution with the parton dlstrlhution func-

tions and is given by

do" [y = 2PA_ _,, £ dzaf_(_a, Q2)fb(zb, O2)&,j(',_,_)dP-kdY =0 '3 min ,aS + u - m2p , (4.25)

for fixed transverse momentum and rapidity of P Ot and POt , where

. &r 1
_r _= s----: = A/I (4,26)

t = -_m,_-Y+,,._, (4,=r)

-- -v_m_y +m}, (4,=8)

$_ = _azb s (4,29)

= -V_zamd_e-Y + m2_p (4,30)

¢, = -VqZbmj_eY+ m2p (4,31)
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g
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with

m 2 = p2 +m_ (4,32)
q

• -_-. (1-_a)m_
_b = (4.33)

Zas + u - m2p
--it

Zmi n = (4.34)

l ln ( E3 + P3l ) (4.35)= _ Ea- pat '

The function f is tile parton distribution function and i,j denote the initial par-

tons. We will use the EHLQ's set 2 parton distribution funtions (PDF) [22] in our

calculation,

The running coupling constant of the strong interactions as(Q 2) ill the matrix

elements (4.19), (4.20), (4.23), and (4.24), is usually expressed as

-1

as(Q2) =_ (33 -2N¢127r_'ln(Q2/A2)) (4.36)

where A is QCD scale and Nf is the number of quark flavors. Because the values of A

have been determined for Nf = 4, it is more suitable to use the following expression

[22]

1 O2 16m2)ln(O2/16m_) , (4.37)-_- 12,_t,_(Q2/A2)--_Z: e( -
i=b,t..,

EtILQ gives two sets of parametrizations with different values for A, one set has

A = 200 MeV, the other A = 290 MeV. In expression (4,37), the contributions of

ali quarks become equal when Q2 approaches infinity. Since the decay branching

ratios of P Ot and of POr depend on as(02), the ratio of the signal for the production

of P 0r or p_r to the background also depends on as(Q2). Therefore, the choices
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of different expressions of as(Q 2) will affect this latter ratio. However, the changes

are not significant if we consider ali uncertainties in the theory, We will-adopt the

expression (4.37); Q2 is set to/,2 to characterize the interaction energy. The range

of a_ used in this section is from 0.135 at O = 100 GeV to 0'.093 at O = 1500 GeV

f0r'm t =80 GeV and mb = 5 GeV.

Figure 4.5 shows that the gg fusion dominates the production. The gq fusion is

gradually close to the gg fusion in higher PL because the parton distribution functions

favor the quark when the value of x is not so small. We presen_ the differential cross

section of Pot in Figure 4.6 for various values of mp, mp = 50,100,200,300 and

400GEV. The production rates decrease from --_10-3 nb/GeV to,,_ 10-6 nb/GeV

as PL increases from 100 GeV to 1500 GeV. There are not much changes caused by
.

the variation of mp. Similar plot for POt msshown in Figure 4.7. The rate of p_t is

roughly an order of magnitude larger than the rate of P Or. The main reason for the

larger production is due to QCD color enhacement. Apart from the production
I

rate, the features of the production cross section of P_ are as same as those of P0¢.

Theprojected luminosity of the SSC is _ 3 x 107 nb-lyear -1 [57]. Witha mass

of a few hundred GeV, 106 to 103 P80pbosons can be produced at the SSC per year

per one (;eV bin of PA. for y = 0 and Pl_ =100 to 700 GeV. The production of P ot is

about one orderof magnitude less. Tables4.1 and 4.2 show expecting numbers of P ot

and POt produced at the SSC per GeV bin of P± per year at Y = O. The numbers

are quite large. Are we able to see them at tt_eSSC if they do exist? It depends how

much the background would be. We will address that in the next two chapters.
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Table 4.1. The number of P"' bosons produced at the SSC per GeV" bin of
P± per year at y = 0

P± GeV mr = 50 100 200 300 400 GeV

,,,

100 1.4×10 '_ 1.1×10 '_ 7.2x10 t 5.4×101 4.2x10 t

300 6.6xi0:'6.3×Iff_ 5.4xi0:_ 4.5xI0:'3.9xI0'_

500 1.3xlO'_ 1.3xlO:'1.2xlO:'l.lxlO'_ 9.9x102

700 4.2><,I0_ 4.2xi0"° 3.9xi02 3.9xI0_ 3.6xI0_

....

Table 4.2. The number of P'" bosons produced at the SSC per GeV bin of
P± per year at y = 0

• .

P± GeV ml, = 100 200 300 400 GeV

100 1.0xl0 _ 6.6x10 '_ 4.8x105 3.9x105

300 6.0×101 5.1x10 t 4.2x10 l 3.6×10 I

500 1.3x10 _ 1.2x101 1.1×10 _ 9.3×10 '_

700 4.2×10_ 3.9xlff_ 3.6×10'_ 3.3xi0:'
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0 0.5 t 1.5
Pa. TeV

Figure 4.5. Rate for P_' of ml, = 300 GeV. Total rate (solid line), Og fusion
(d_h line),_ndgqfu_io.(dott_dli.e)
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10-3

Figure 4.6. Rates for P(" of different masses. From high to low, each line
represents mt, = 50,100,200,300, and 400 GeV, respectively
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0 0.5 ' 1. 1.5
P.L TeV

Figure 4.7. Rates for ,_P'"of different masses. From high to low, each line
represents ml' = 100,200,300, and 400 GeV, respectively
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5. THE DECAY OF NEUTRAL TECHNIPIONS, P ot and P80t

pO f _B 'We have discussed the production rates of and P_" in the previous chapter.

The signals of their existence are from the observation of their decay particles. So

here we will discuss the major tree level two-body and three-body decay channels of

p_t. D. McKay et al. have done the same thing for P 0r [23i, However, their cutoffs

on three-body decay channels to avoid the infrRred divergences are done separately

on each Feynman diagram. Here we use a different approach. We first sum up all the

calculated diagrams and then impose a cutoff on the invariant masses of two-gluon

(2g) pairs and quark-gluon pairs in three-body decay modes. The numerical results

for different masses of Pot and Pot a,nd for two values of top quark mass, m t = 80

and I20 GeV, will be presented.

5.1. The Decay of Pot

We examine the major decay modes of P Or at the tree level. Our result will not

be exact because we do not include loop diagrams. The loop diagrams can modify the

width and will cancel the infrared divergence present in some of the three-body modes.

Therefore, our results will be approximate results. However, the approximation is

reliable in making an order of magnitude estimation. We eliminate the infrared

divergences by using an invariant mass cutoff" on two-gluon and guark-gluon pairs,
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b

P ot can decay into a pair of gauge bosons, B 1 and B 2. The amplitude is [42,

58, 44]

• SpBIB2 p v _ p _ (5.1)
• APS 1B 2 "" 8_r2v)_Fil_#v)_p ¢1 e2PlP2,

where SPB1B 2 is determined from a triangle (anomaly) graph similar to the graph

for the decay 7r0 _ _,_(and can be found in Table 5.1 [22]. The decayrates are

m3 SpB 1B2 ] 2)--P , (5,2)
FB1B2(POt ) = (1 + _B1B2 327r 87r2v_Fi1 j

when the product masses are negligible. From Eq. (5.2), we have

= _ 1,5 × 10-4 (5.3)
Fgg k 018

FZ 7
\1 _w as / '

- _ 2.2 × 10-5 (5,4)
Fgg

and

(= _ _.1 ×10 . (5,5)
rgg 1- zw _ as /

These show that the POt decaying to a pair of gauge bosons is dominated by the 2g

mode. The other two gauge boson modes will be neglected.

The major decay channels of P Ot and their partial widths are listed in the fol-

lowing:

(1) P Ot --, g + g.

The decay width is
,_2m3

rgg( v O') - 6-_--_ (-_) 2,'_s P (5.6)

ivhere Nrc is the rank of the technicolor gauge group, SU(Nrc); Nrc 4, in Farhi-

Susskind model.
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Table 5.1. Anomaly factors St,nts:, for P'I' in the Farhi:Susskind model;
z., = sin20,,,

' ,, _ ,i ,i ;._

V ertez P"'BI B2 Si, s, s,.,

gog,, g;(N,,./_)6°,,

i

P'"Z7 e"(4N,,./3V/'6)[z.,,,/(1 - z,,.)] '/_

P'"ZZ -e"(4Nt_/3V_)[z,,,/(1- z,,,)]

P_'I4_+W - 0

(2) P ot _ f+],

The coupling between PGB and fermions arising from the extended technicolor theory

is model-dependent. The coupling of PGB-fermion is proportional to mf/FiI (see
,

Appendix), where mf is the mass of fermion and FII = 125 GeV in Farhi-Susskind

model. The width of P Ot decaying into a fermion pair is

0' ' m .m____. 2,m2rff(v )=  mf/ p (5,7)
where 6c = 1 for a lepton pair and 6c = 3 for a quark pair. Tile factor G O is of order

unity and model dependent (see Appendix). Since the width (5,7) is proportional to

the square °f fermi°n mass, the decay channels to heavy fermion pairs are dominant.

(3)v°' -_g(kl)+g(k2)+g(k3).
The amplitude square can be obtained by redefining _, i, and ft, and multiplying
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8 × 8 × 2 x 2 = 25{}in (4,19) since we don't need to average the colors and spins here,

The matrix element is

_( 3g) = - -- --+ --+ +
pO' _ , _ T

- "'J (5,s)
where

= (k 1 +k2) 2

i = (k 2 . k3) 2

= (k_+k3)2 (5,0)

We obtain the partial width after the integration of phase space

0! mp 1)5 r)2F3g(P ) = --rf-( (_ f d_dy-f_(P Ot ---,3g) (5.10)

where x = rn23/m2 , y = m23/m2p, m23 = (k 2 + k3) 2, and m23 = (k 1 q- k3) 2,

To avoid divergence we do cutoff on m23 and ml3. The result, after most of the

integration, is

3 dz ..... + - 29a + a 2 + --a3+

In (1- 2a)[2a3 - 3a2 + 12a 11 31n(a)]} (5 11)a 2 _ '

(4) p 0t _ q(kl)+ q(k2)+ g(k3).

Three decay diagrams are similar to the diagrams in Figure 4.2. However, we cannot
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use the previous amplitude square because we neglected the PGB-fermion vertex for

light quark in the production and, here, the heavy quark dominates the .decay, The

•' amplitude square is

_( P°r --*qOg)=_4,r_×

{(1 -; (t-m2)21 ) m2)( _ rn2)2m2m21:,q

(u_ mq2)(i _ m2 ) [(m_ - m 2-q i)(m_ - m2q- _2)+ 2m_(,_--2m_)] +

2k 2 . " - __

_)2
ao_b[pq(m_--+ ,_, , (5,12)

where 1,b = -Ntcaa/(2V_rFii ), The decay width can be expressed as

._p 1 5 2 (. - _)_(1.r..) 0'

wher, e

___9.

= _ (5.14)
P

]4

z(_,a,_)=-v/_+a2+_ _2_- _- _a_. (_.a_)

The divergences are avoided by cutoffs on m23 and m13_ The decay width is expressed

8.S

' fb c_srnp(x - r)A(1,r,z)rqqg(P°') (1-v/b)2 dx 2v2z(1 -x - r) x

{ II-1( ) ( )C,2 -r+ 1-2____..__vIn Y2-r +2r 1 1 +
z-r -r Y2-r yl-r

i i i ii

r, "111
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- _- ,,,,2(y2- yl)] .

_04 _ ((_- _)(I+_- _)- • _,a_)_ _2, + '• Z I ,

r z2-r z 1 -v

_' 0__'e. l_ _ - 2(z_-_1)+ 2 2 ' (5,

where

_m2 (s,17)
b --- m_o _ m13'm23 _ mq -t- Am

• -,o(1_ = '")2 (51s)Yl = 2

_c- rO( 1 _ x - 7'0 . A(1,rO,r,))+ rO (5.19)Y2 = 2

Zl = l_r-x-yl, z2 = l.r-z-Y2, (5,20)

These complete the decay formula for ,P0t, The decay width and the branching ratios

are presented later in Section 5.3.

5.2. The Decay of p_t

!

pO can also decay to a pair of gauge bosons which are iii the color octet state.

POt to two gauge bosons also arises from a triangle graph. TheThe coupling of

p2tB1B2 coupling has the same form as Eq. (5.1). The factorsamplitude with the

for POt are listed in Table 5.2 [22]. Using Eq. (5,2) for the decay ratesof
SpB 1B2

if the masses of the final state particles are negligible, we obtain

-_ =()(_--_) _ 2,4×_o,a (52_)
rgg as
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Table 5,2. Anomaly factors Svs, s_ for P_' in file Farhi-Susskind modell
trw = 8irt_Otj, .

1
Q

VertezP_" BI B,_ Svs, s,_

p,ll I - 2s,,g_g,. , 9_Nt,,d.t,_,

UIv_°_g,, _g,,(N,,,la)6°_

P,'"z- (N,,_la)6°,,l_,l(1_.,)],i_Sn gt, -- eg s
i

;7 ,'_

and

= (1)( zw )(ae____mm) _ 7.3 x 10-4 (5,22)Ft, 9 1 - Zw as '

Definit,ely, the Z mass is large, The decay rate involving Z would be smaller than our

simple calculation, We will only con.sider tile gg decay mode for p_t decaying to a

pair of gauge boBons, The major decay channels of POt` are as same as P Or, including

the two-body and the three-body final states, We have completed ell major decay

formula and list them as follows.

(I)po'__,g+g.
The decay width is from Eq, (5.2)

384'n"3 FI2I '

where Nrc is the rank of the technicolor gauge group, SU(Nrc), which equals 4 in the

minimum Farhi-Susskind model.

(2/po'__I +/.
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The coupling, between, "Pf-fermlon is from the extended technicolor sector and, is

, model-dependent, These couplings are proportional to , The width of f] mode

l-
where O8 is model-dependent and defined in the POt-f] vertex (see Appendix),

Comparing (5,24)to rff(PO'), we
have

r fi(°')_ _8 (5.25)

r f f(p0') - _G20'

In the Ellis et al. monophagic model [44], the value of this ratio is 12.

(s)e°' -. a(kl)+.q(k2)+g(_3),
The seven diagrams are the same as the diagrams of production in Figure (4,4),

except for the incoming and outgoing arrows. We obtain the amplitude square from

•theproductionofP80tviagluonfusion(seeEq, (4.23)),

+
_t_ - 3m,_ + 2

[(_)2+(,_)2+(,_)2+m_(_3_+i3+,_s)+

where _, {, and { are defined in (5.9), Use (5.10) to calculate the width of the 3g

mode. We again make cut on the mass of gluonic pairs in the phase space integral to

avoid the infrared divergence, After we carry out most of the integration, the width
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i8

_cr3 _r2_3
, O' _ s"tc'__p :× .

4 4 , ,

(_o__oo_+_o_1_/_(_-o_)+

1 1 - --a 4-18a 3+ a2-58a+-_ ,12a 2a 1 - a

m2
where a is defined as a = '_-_; m O is the cutoff mass on the gluon pair.

(4)p_'-_q(_)+#(k2)+g(k3).
There are four diagrams for POt dec_ying into qq pair and a gluon (see Figure 4,3),

The amplitude square is

!

96_

(it-m2)/m2qt p ......._)(m2p+m 2 it)2,n_(_ m2)({ m2q)+

5G8Vsm._(m_- _)2 (!l 1 )_ i-_ +_ _--_+
3G 2 1 9
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1 )2(,_, +_/_-_ -_/_- _)) -
m2q

• -3a_(_+m_)}o,o- "'P, "

" where V8 = -Ntcas/(V_TrFIi ). There are singularities in the expression and ali

come from the soft gluon region. We take mass cuts on the gq pair to avoid these

infrared divergences. From Eq. (5.13), we obtain the followingexpression for the

decay width

F_ fb asmpA(l'"'z)(z- r) xrq_g(') (1-vFb)2dz" 4r2_(1- r - z)

z 1 - 2r Y2 - r 1 1
-r 8(;_ r) In +2r +- Yl - r Y2 - r Yl - r

2+r-x ]

i ) ,]1 1
r - r(z 2 z 1

z -r zl-r

8 (2r-z-yl - -Y2 x-r

(_ r) 2-x+r+2 In 2r-z-y2
x-r -_-Yl,

" 24(x - r) In (_ 2(z2-Zl)+ 2 '

where b, r, '_, Yl, .v_:,z_i, and z2 are defined in preceding seciion.
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5.3. The Numerical Results on the Decay:of P 0r and P0t

Here we present some results of the branching ratios of dominant decay channels

and the appoximate total width for Pot and p_t. Since the top quark has not been

discovered, we show the results with and without opening the tt channel. The present

lower bound of t mass so far is 78 GeV given by CDF group at Fermilab [3]. We take

two values of t mass, m t =80 and 120 GeV, in the numerical results. Because the

couplings of PGB-fermions are model dependent, we use the couplings given in ELlis

et al.'s monophagic model [44] in which the FCNC vanishes from exchanging one

neutral PGB at tree level. In monophagic model, the coupling of neutral PGBs to

fermion pair are

Fn (#rnp75p+ - v/3(l .t5 l) , (5.30)

En

where ¢0 and 0 8 are P Ot and p_t fields respectively, p = (u,c,t) T, n = (d,s,b) T,

l= (e,#, r) T, and mp,n, l are the diagonalized mass matrices. Accoring to (9.5) and

(9.6), G8 = v/2 and GO = 1/(2rf3) for quark, and GO = x/_/2 for lepton.

To avoid the infrared divergence, a cutoff is made. In 3g decay mode, an invariant

mass cutoff on the gluon pair is imposed to make the energy of each gluon greater

than 1.5 GeV for mp between 20 and 120 GeV and greater than 2 GeV between 120

and 450 GeV. The relationship between the mass cutoff, mo, and tile gluon minimum

energy, Emin, is

m O = _/2Eminmp. (5.32)

In qqg mode, we imposed an invariant mass cut to make the angle between quark and
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gluon greater than 10 degrees. This cut is better than the cut based on the minimum

energy of the gluon in considering tile separation quark and gluon jets, if the quark

mass is large. To get a relationship between the minimum angle and the mt, ss cut,

we start with two identities

(k I + k2) = M 2 = (mq + m o )2
,,

= E1E2-E2_2-m2qcosO, (5.33)

Et : +E2= +M2_m2q (5.34)
2mp

where E 1 is the quark energy and E2 is the gluon energy. Combine Eqs. (5.33) and

(5.34) and we obtain

E 2
E t = (5.35)

For a given 0min, there is a maximum of Et in Eq. (5.35). Once we get the maximum

of Et, the invariant mass cut can be obtained from Eq. (5.34). The following are the

results of the decay formulae in previous sections; the major decay channels for P Ot

and p_t are summarized in Table 5.3.

(1) d" channel not open

P Ot ease: The branching ratios (BR) are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The 39 and

29 modes dominate except for mp < 40 GeV where the bb channel becomes

dominant. The re channel gives 20% to 5% of the total rate if 20 GeV<

mp <100 GeV. The q_tg channel, which includes ali the light quarks (u,d,c,s),

has 4% to 8% BR for 20 GeV< mp < 300GEV. There is about a 2% contribution

from bt,g when mp > 40 GeV. The total width is very narrow from 10-3 to
I,

3 × 10"-1 GeV in the mass region 20 to 300 GeV (see Figures 5.4 and 5.5).

i

E
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Table5.3.The major decaychannelsforP'"and Pst''
.

PGBs No tt t_

,

P" 2g,, 3g, bi_,r_-, q_g t_, 2g, 3g

,, , P_" 2g, 3g, hb, q_tg t_, 2g,3g
.....

case: We take the mass to lie in the region between 100 and 300 GeV. The

BRs are shown in Figure 5.3. The 2gand 3g modes dominate here as well,

except when mp is close to 100 GeV where bb contributes about 20% of the

total decay rate. The bb mode still holds 6% BR at mp 300 GeV. The BR

for 2g is about 40% throughou_ the region. The BR of 39 increases from about

20% for mp = 100 GeV to about 40% for mp = 300GEV. The BR of the q_Ig

channel is around 7%. The bbg channel has about a 3% BR. In Figure 5.6_ we

can find the total width ranging from 4 × 10-2 to 0.34 GeV. It, too, is very

narrow.

(2) = 80GeV

P Ot case: Figure 5.7 shows the BRsof major decay channels. The ¢_ mode is the

dominant decay channel. Its BR is about 84% for mp = 200 GeV and only

decreases to 68% for mp = 400 GeV. The BR of 3g and of 2g channels are about

12°£ and 10%, respectively, and both rise slowly with increasing mp. The q_tg

channel has about a 1% BR. The bbg and the t_g channels are negligible. The

total width is presented in Figure 5.11 and has a value increasing from 0.6 GeV
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Figure 5.1. BRs of P'" without the t[ channel: bb (upper solid), 1"_ (dotdash),
3g (dots), g9 (upper dashes), bbg (lower solid), and qqg (lower
dashes)
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Figure 5.2. BRs of P'" wil,hout the t{ channel b/, (upper solid), _'¢ (dot,dash),
3g (dots), g9 (upper dashes), bl,g (lowe r solid), and qC/g (lower
dashes)
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Figure 5.3. BRs of ,_p''' without the ({ channel: bb (solid), 3g (dots), gg (upper
dashes), bbg (lower solid), and q_g (lower d:hes)
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Figure 5.5. The total width of p,Vwithout the _t channel
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Figure 5.6, The total width of .,wt"without the t[ channel

atmp = 200 GeV toabout2GeV atmp = 400 GeV.

case: As withPOr,trdominatesthedecay,from95% dowu to88% formp = 200

GeV to400 GeV (seeFigure5.8).The BR of2gisbetween2% and 5%. The

BR of3gisabout tilesame sizeas2g's.The otherchannelsareallnegligible.

The totalwidthisaround2 GeV to7 GeV formp = 200 GeV to400 GeV and

isshown inFigure5.12.

(3) m t = 120 GeV.

The genera properties of decay for Pot and POt at m t = 120 GeV are the same

as those at m t = 80 GeV. Since the t[ channel dominates and the PGB-fermions

couplingsareproportionalto ,thehigherthem t,themore ttdominatesand the

largerthetotalwidth.

P Otcase:The BRs areshown inFigure5.9.Inthemassregionof250 GeV to450

_ll_ _lll' ' ' rll[I
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Figure 5.7. BRs of P': with m, = 80 GeV: t[ (solid), 3g (dot,), ge (dashes),
and qclg (lower dashes)
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Figure 5.8. B]_.,soi"P_" with m,, = 80 GeV: gE(solid), 3g (dots), gg (dashes),
and Cl_lg(lower dashes)
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GeV, the til mode contributes about 80% of the total decay rate, The other

sizablechannelsare3g and 2g;eachcontributesabout10%, The BR ofqOgis

•' aroundI%, We can neglecttheotherchannels,The totalwidthrunsfrom0.7

GeV to3,6GeV formp = 250to400 GeV and ispresentedinFigure5,11,

cases Figure 5,10 shows the B_s of major decay channels, The t[ channel totMly

dominates the decay and its BR is about 93% for mp between 250 GeV and

400 GeV, The 2g and 3g channels have about the same size BR, around 3%

each. Again, the other channels are negligible. The total width increases from

2,5 GeV for mp = 250 GeV 'to 12.5 GeV for mp = 400 GeV and is shown in

Figure 5,12.
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Figure 5.9. BRs oi' P"° with m, = 120 GeV: t[ (solid), 3g (dots), ag (dashes),
and qclg (lower dashes)
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Figure 5.10. BRs of P)" with m, = 120 GeV: t_"(solid), 3g (dots), gg (dazhes),
and qOg (lower d_shes)
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Figure 5.12. The total width of ._p"' with m, = 80 GeV (dashes) and
mi = 120 GeV (solid)
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6. THE BACKGROUNDS AT THE SSC

In Chap:_ers4 and 5, we showed the production rates and the decay widths of the

pO ttechnipions, and POr. However, the discovery of these particles at theneutral

SSC depends on the backgrounds. In this chapter, we will examine the backgrounds

in the two-body decay channels

pi,(j,o,
p+p -, glq/+X

_tt, g.7,bb, rf (6.1)

(the rf mode is only for P ot decays.). The light quark channel, qtT,is ignored because

its branching ratio (BR) is much less than those of the heavy quark pair gg channels

(see Chapter 5). The backgrounds are from the following QCD processes

p+ p ---, t + + g(q)+ X (6.2)

p+p ----+ b+b+9(q)+X (6.3)

p + p ----, g(q) + g(q) + g(q) + X (6.4)

p+p ----+ r+f +9(q)+X (6.5)

We will evaluate and discuss each of these in this chapter.
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6.1. The Background ol,'hettand bbChannels

There are three subprocesses for the processes (6.2) and (6.3)

g(p_)+g(p2) _ Q(p3)+ Q(p4)+g(ps), (6.6)

g(pl)+q(.2) --' Q(p3)+Q(p4)+q(.5) (6._)

q(Pl) + t)(P2) _ Q(P3) + Q("4) -r g(P5) (6.8)

ELlis and Sexson [59] have calculated the squared amplitudes for these sub_rocess.

They are

g6
.h_I(gg_QQg) = 4(N2_1)2B(P4,P3,PS,-Pl,-P2) "-"((i.9)

"_(gq--.* Qt_q) : -4JQ(N_ _ 1)A(p4,P3,PS,-P2,-Pl) (6.10)

-4-_2A(P4,P3,-P2,-pl,PS) (6.11)

where

A(pl,P2,P3,P4,PS) =

'(13) 2 + (23) 2 + (14) 2 +(24) 2 + m_((12) +(34)+ m_)]
"" 2_(341 ' ×

[4 (N 2 1)2 ((13) (24))- (15)(35) "+ (25-_5) +

2(14) 2(23) (13)4(N2- 1) (15)(45) + (25)(45) (15)(35)
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(24) (12) (34))]_(25)(45) (15)(25) (35)(45)

2

(N 2 -4)(N 2- 1)____ [(13)-(14) (23)-(24) _N _(34) (25,) - (15) +

1((35)2+(45)2)

I( l 1 1 1 )

( m2 )1 1 a- 1 _@__.+ +_ _"_Q 4
4(34) Og-) (-_ + (15)2 (28)2 a

4(34) 2 J

21_2 ,)_ ['+ + + +
- 2(34) m_ m_ (35)2+ (45)2

N $(34) ,_ _ _ (15)(25)

61 - '_2 _3 - '_4] (6.12)
((13) (14))

(34) + ((23) - (24)) (34) '

B0,1,p2,P3,P4,Ps)= Z F(Pl,P2,P3,P4,PS), (6.13)
perm.

with

F(pl,P2,P3,P4,p 5) =

(N 2- 1)(N2 + 1)((12)((15)2+ (25)2+ 2m_-_((35)+ (45)))) _
4N 2 (13)(14)(23)(24)
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N 2 8( 13)( 14)(23)(24)

(13_(_13/2+(23_2+2m_//34_+_35/!)(N2 - 1) (34)(14)(15)(25) +

(12)- am_ 3(lal(2a)+ s(_al(2s)-2(la)2
CN2-

1)m_ (34)(15)(25) . (13)(14)(23)(24)
.

CN2 - 1)m_[!13)2+ (23)2+(15)2+ (_5)(2_)- _(13)+, (34)(13)(24)(I_)(25)

(_5)+(24)](13)(23)(14)(25).

2N2(N 2 - 1) - ,_(34)(45)(25) '

(14)(24) ((14)2+ (24)2+ 2m_((34)+ (45)))]
N2(N 2- 1) 5(34)(45)(13)(25) " .

2N2(N 2
- 5(34)(15)(25) ' .

[_(_3)(2_)_(34)(i_)(2_)
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2N2(N2- 1)m_'}_2+(3_)2+(4_)2_(34)(45)(13)(25) . "

4N2(N2 - l)m_ [(34)2. (35)2. (45)2 2(23)2_2(34)2 + _(34)2(15).

(N2-I)m_ _-_ \(2_1(Is) _(a4)(1s)2+ (a4)(45)(13)(2s)+

(N2 - l)2m_ 'I(13)2 __(23)2 _ (45)((13)+(23)).

4N 2 [ (13)(23)( 14)(25)

(13)(23)(14)(25)(13)(14)(25)2

+
2N 2 (13)2(24)2

_(34)+2(15)(25)--(14)(2@] +
(13)(23)(14)(24) J

(N2 - l)m_ m_ _ 5_+ 8(23)+ 6(25)- 4(13)] (6.14)N 2 (13)(23)(14)(25) 4(14)(23)(24) '

and where

= (Pl+ P2)2 (ij)= Pi'Pj p2 = p2 = m2Q

51 - (13) 2(35) 62- (14) 2(45)
(25) _ ' (25) _ '

(24) 2(45)
(23)2(35) _i= - (o.15)

61 = (15----)--_--' (15) ,_ "
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We have taken the strong interaction gauge group to be SU(N). (Of course, N = 3

for QCD.) The differential cross section which we are interested in can be writted in

." general as

,_MeV+ey

zfi a_g(_a, O2)/_(_b,02)I 4,.2

where all functions and parameters, excepting the solid angle f/, were defined in

Chapter 4, Section 2. The angles of 0 and _bin 12are defined as

_o,(O)= _l (6._'0Ir_311r751._73+_4=o

lr;3×rtsIIva×_5 _3+_4=0'

M, V, and PL are the invariant mass, rapidity, and transverse momentum of the

heavy quark pair, respectively. We first integrate out the angular variables in the

rest frame of the quark pmr, nad then transform all terms into Lorentz invarian't

quantities. Finally, the last integration is done in the Lab frame.

In the production of P Ot and POt , we look for events with momentum transverse

to the beam direction. So we require y = 0 for the heavy quark pair, which has a

total invariant mass in !the range from (mp - r/2) to (mp + r/2), wherer is the
I

totM decay width of either P Ot or pO . Figure 6.1 shows that gg fusion dominates

the background a.t SSC energies.

In Figure 6.2, there are three curves labeled with the P Ot mass M=200, 300,

and 400 GeV, for m t = 80 GeV. The differential cross section does not change signifi-

cantly for differen¢ values of M However there is strong dependence on the transverse
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momentum. The, differential cross section decreases from about 10-4 hb/GeV 2 to

about 10-9 nb/GeV 2 as P± increases from 100 GeV to 1500 GeV, The Figure 6.3
I i

." sho'ws the differential cross section for m t =120 GeV. The cross sections for m t =80

GeV are slightly larger than the corresponding cross section for mt =120 GeV. The
L

quantity of signal, S, is defined as

S = (Production Rate of P ot or POr) x (BR) (6.!9)

The :,quantity of background, B, is appoximately defined,as
i

B _ (al(Background Cross Section)/dM) x (Width) (6.20)

Due to the detector resolution of 2-jet invariant masses [60], we may not be able to

use the real width in (6.20). If the width is smaller than the mass resolution, we

replace the width by the mass resolution which we take to be

zxm 5 v Mw- C V.
' i

Otherwise the real width is used.

It isllkely that the t quark mass will be found to be higher than 80 GeV; the

current published low bound is 78 GeV [3], We take the case of mt=80 GeV here to

demonstrate the trend of results when the t quark mass varies from the lower m t = 80

GeV to the higher m t =120 GeV. Tables 6.i and 6.2 give the signal to background

ratios S/B for P ot decaying to _ at different values of P.L and mp. For fixed mp

and mt, S/B increases as PI_ increases. However there is a trade-off as the larger PL

gives lower cross sections. So we only show S/B for P_L up to 700 GeV. The signals

we are looking, for are larger than the backgrounds in most cases. The numbers of t_

events per GeV bin of PI_ per year at the SSC are also shown in these Tables. Since
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the number doesn't include the emciency in identifying a t_ pair in a real experiment_

tlie actual number of events will b,e smaller. Hence, we conclude that ifthe efficiency

.' of identifying atf pair is not too low, P0t, if itexists and decay into a t/r pair, could

be seen at the SSC for P.l_ < 500 GeV.

Similal calculations for POt are presented in tables 6.3 and 6.4. The S/B for P80t

are larger than the S/B for P 0r and is of order 10. Since more than P Ot can be

produced at the SSC, it may not be hard to discover in the t[ channel for PL_ up to

700 GeV.
,

The S/B ratios also increase as m t increases for the given values of mp and Pl.,

because higher mtmeans a higher BR for tt channel, and a lower QCD background.
' t

So, as long as t!he' number of events Of Pot or pO decaying to a t[ pair is not too

small, the SSC can investigate the P ot and (,he p_t beyond mp 400 GeV.

If these pseudo-goldsione bosons don't decay into _, we have to consider other

signals, e.g., bb, 2g, and r_. Four sets of bbg(q) background are examined for four

different pseodo-Goldstone boson mass values M 50, 100, 200, and 300 GeV. The

results are shown in Figure 6.4. The cross sections range from about 10-3 to about

10-9 hb/GeV 2 for P_l_varying from 100 GeV to 1500 GeV.

Table 6.5 shows the S/B and the numbers of events of P ot decaying to bb per

GeV bin of Pl per year at the SSC. In most cases, the background is 2 orders of

magnitude larger than the signal. The signal is comparable to the background only

at Pl- = 500 and 700 GeV when mp = 50 GeV. However, the number of events

in these cases is only a few hundred per GeV bin of Pl per year. So, it would be

difficult to see the bb signal of P Ot at the SSC.

Since the production rate and the bb BR of POt are larger than those for P Or, the
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Table 6.1. S/B values for P'" decaying to d, mt = 80 GeV. The numbers in
the parentheses are the number of events of signal per GeV bin of
p_ per year at the SSC

PI GeV mr= 200 300 400 GeV

.,. ...

100 0.54(6 × 10') 0,6(4.2 × 10') 0.73(219 × 10')

300 1,.2(4.5 × 10:') 1.5(3.5 × 10:') 1.5(2.7 × 10'_)

500 2.9(10:') 2.9(860) 2.9(670)

700 4.8(330) 5,0(300) 5.1(240)

signal is improved. Tile S/B and the number of events per GeV bin of Pl per year

are shown in Table 6.6. The ignal is comparable to the background except at low

P_I_= 100 GeV. The signal is around thousands events per GeV bin of P_j_. Hence,

through the b_,channel, if t_ is not allowed, the SSC may be able to probe POt irl the

mass region of 100 GeV to 300 GeV.

6.2. The Background of the gg Channel

The signals of Pot and t Ot from the 2g decay channel are 3-jet events. The

background includes ali 3-jet events but heavy quark jets such as b and t, which we

treated in the preceding section as the backgrounds of bb and t_ channels, are not

included. There are 11 QCD processes which can produce three-parton final states,

e.g., gg fusion and scattering, 9q fusion and scattering, qq scattering, etc. We list

all of them in Table 6.7. Essentially, we only need to know the squared amplitudes
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0 O,5 1 1.5

Pj_ TeV

Figure 6.I. Differential cross section of pp _ gt_X for me 80 (2eV
and M,t = 300 GeV: total (solid), gg (dashes), gq (dots), and q/_

(dotdash)
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Figure 6.2. Differential cross section of pp ---,_X for m, = 80 GeV and
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Figure 6.3. Differential cross section of pp _ gffX for mt = 120 GeV:
Mzi = 300 GeV (upper line) end M, = 4006_eV (lower line)
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Figure 6.4. Differential cross section of pp _ gb[_)Xfor M_.#,= 50, 100, 200,
and 300 GeV (lower mass ha,s higher r_te)
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Table 6.2. S/B values for P'" decaying to tr-,mt = 120 GeV. The numbers in
the parentheses are the number of events of signal per GeV bin of
Pi per year at the SSC

Pi GeV m,,= 300 400 GeV

100 1.4(4.6 × 10') 1.3(3.4 x 10')

300 2.5(3.8× lo:') 2.5(3.2× lo:')

50o 4.3(94o) 4.5(s00)

700 7.2(330) 7.4(290)

Table 6.3. S/B values for .so'" decaying to ft, mt = 80 GeV. The numbers in
the parentheses are the number of events of signal per GeV bin of
P± per year at the SSC

P_ GeV ml,= 200 300 400 GeV

100 5_(6.3× 10n) 6.5(4.4x 10n) 8.5(3.4x 10'_)

300 13(4,8 x 10') 15(3.9 x 10') 18(3.2 x 10")

500 32(1.1 × 10') 34(1.0 × 10') 34(8.2 × 10:')

700 53(3.7 × 10:') 51(3.3 × 10:') 61(2.9 × lfr')
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Table 6.4. S/B values for P_" decaying to tr, m, = 120 GeV. The numbers in
the parentheses are the number of events of signal per GeV bin of
Pj. per year at the SSC

Pj. Gev ml,= 300 400 GeV

100 14(4.6 x 10'_) 13(3.7 x 10'_)'

300 24(4×_0') 23(3.4×io')

500 46(1.1 × 10') 43(8.7 × 10:')

700 71(3.4 x 10:') 67(3.1 x lfr')
..... ,

Table 6.5. S/B values for po' decaying to bb;no tt allowed. Tile numbers in
the parenth.::ses are the number of events of signal per GeV bin of
P.L per ye,u' at the SSC

Px GeV mr,= 50 100 200 300 GeV

100 0.01 5.2 x 10-:' 3.0 x 10-:' 2.8 x 10-:'

(3.8 x 10') (1.2 x 10') (2.5 x 10:') (920)

300 0.1 0,05 0.02 0.01

(1.8 × 10:') (660) (190) (77)

500 0.3 o._5 0.06 0.03
(350) (140) (42) (19)

700 0.56 0.31 0,12 0.06

(110) (,14) (14) (7)
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Table 6.6. S/B values for P_" decaying to bb; no tt allowed. The numbers in
the parentheses are the number of events of _fignal per GeV bin of
Pl per year at the SSC

P± GeV m,,= 100 200 300 GeV II

11

100 0.14(2.9× 10'_) 0.09(7.3× 10') 0.08(2.2× 10")

300 1.3(1.7><i0')0.56(5.6xI0:')0.29(2.0x10:')

500 3.9(3.s× J0:') _.s(1.3× 10:') _.0(520)

700 8.4(1.2x I0:') 3.7(430) 2.0(190)

of four processes which have been calculated by Berends et al. [53]. Others can be

obtained by crossing symmetry (interchanging momenta) from these four. We list the

four squared amplitudes in the following;

(1) g(pl)+g(p2)---_g(p3)+g(p4)+g(ps)
It has very compact form

A,4 = G(pl , P2, P3, P4, P5) (6.22)

where

_ " "_i<j[ij)4_ [12345], (6.23)

q
i

27
G(pl ,P2 ,P3, P4,P5 ) -...

16o IIi<j(ij) perm.
with

[12345] _ (12)(23)(34)(45)(51). (6.2,1)

(2) q_(pl)+ qm(p2)--_ g(p3)+g(p4).g(p_)

The subscript m denotes the quark flavor. The amplitude squared, averaged over the
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spins and the colors of the initial partons, is

.A4= H(pl,P2,P3,P4,P5)_ (6.25)

where

H(pl ,P2,P3,P4,P5) =

s-_1_-_-1(13)(14)(15)(23)(24)(25)_ - 9 (34) _ (3,5) _ (45) +

81 [(12;55)(12;34) (12;33.)(.12;45)+ (12;,t4)(12;35)] } (6.26)-_- (35)(45) + (34)(35) (34)(45) '

with

(kl;ij) _ (ki)(lj) + (kj)(li). (6.27)

(3) qm(Pl) + qn(P2) ---* qm(P3) + qn(P4) + g(P5), m # n.

The averaged amplitude squared is

.h,4 = F(pl,P2 P3,P4,PS), (6.28)

where

F(pl ,P2,P3,P4,P5) =

[,2 + sV2. _2 + ut2
×

8tt'(15)(25)(35)(45)

16_[(_ + ,_')(_,/+it' _u')+_(_i+_'t')+u'(_t'+_'i)]-

2 _')(_,,' _t_ _u') 2[t'(_ 2_u'(_ V)]}2_[(.i + .... + -t-u z) + + , (6.29)
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with

= (pl +p2)2 _' (p3+p4)2

{=(Pl-P3)2, tt= (p2_ P4)27

= (Pl- P4)2, ut= (P2- P3)2' (6.30)

(4) qm(Pl) + qm(P2) ---* qm(P3) + qm(P4) + g(P5)

The averaged amplitude squared is

'_= Ft(pl,P2,P3,P4,P5), (6.31)

where

Ft(pl, P2, P3, P4, P5) =

F(pl, P2, P3 'P4, P5) + F(pl, P2, P4, P5, P5) .

.I

(_2 +,,2)(_; it'-_u')
×

agt'_4(15)(2a)(as)(dS)

t, _,The quantities ,i, i, ft, st, , and are defined in Eq. (6.30).

The differential cross section, which we are interested in, is sltown in Eq. (6.16).

The light quarks are taken to be massless. Since we cannot distinguish quark jets
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from gluon jetS, all the final particles are identical. In order to achieve that, we

symmetrize the Squared amplitudes by adding new terms in which momentum labels

are exchanged between non-identical final partons In the original amplitudes. Then,

the differential cross section in Eq. (6,1.6) must be muitiplied by (3/3!)=1/2; the

factor 1/3! is for 3 assumed identicle final partons and the factor 3 is for 3 ways to

form a pair among three partons. We also require [Vii < 1.5 for every jet so that they

are not close to tl_e beam line. /

The integration is done by Monte Carlo method Numerical results are shown

in Figure 6.5. A comparison of tile production rates of P Ot and P Ot is given in

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 shows that this 3--jet background production rate is larger than

the signals. When the BR and width ofP 0! and P_! are taken into account, the

background is at least two order of magnitude larger than _he signals. So, the signals

of P Ot and Pot decaying to 2g cannot be observed at the SSC.

6.3. The Background of the re Channel

Although tile "r'Pmode of P Ot has a small branching ratio, varying from 20%

to 5% for mp = 20 to 100 GeV, the signal is cpmparable to tile background for 15

GeV< mp <60 GeV in EHLQ study [22]. Thus, the r_ mode may be useful in our

reactions for the discovery of P ot at the SSC. We investigate next the background

of the three particle final state, reg(q). This background comes from the following

processes

q(Pl) + q(P2) --_ .q(P3) + rip4) + _(PS) (6.33)

q(Pl) + g(P2) --' q(P3) + r(P4) + r(PS) (6.'34)
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Table 6,7. Various 3-jet processes and their averaged amplitudes squared

processes _'

gg _ ggg G(pt,p_,,p:_,p,,pn)

') H( -'P:, -P2,-PJ,gg _ q,,,Cl,,,g _ -Pl, , P._)

-:! H(pt, -p'_, -p_, p.,, pz)q'"g _ q'"gg s

q,,g _ q,,,q,,,q,,, -:_'F'(Pl,-P_,p,_p.I,-p:¢)s

q,.g -_q,,q,,q,, -:_F(pt,-pn,p:l,p..j,-p2)

q,nq,, -_q,,,q,g F(pl,p2,p3,p.t,pr,)

q,,,q,, ---+ qmq,,,g F'(p,, p._,p3, p.,, pr,)

q,,q,, _ q,,Cl,,g F(pl , -P.I ,P3,-P2, P_)

q,,qm _ q,,,q,,,g F'(p,, "-Pr, P:J,-P2, P_)

q,.(t,,, _ q,,(l,,g F(p, , -p:,, -P2, P,.,,Pa)

q,,?lm _ ggg H(p,,p2,p:,,p.,,ps)
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Figure 6.5. The differential cross section for p + p _ g(q) + g(q) + g(q) + X.
M and y are the invariant mass and rapidity of a pair of partons.
Iv,l < 1.5:Ai= 100 GeV (upper curve), M = 300 GeV (lower
curve)
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Their Feynman diagrams are shown in Figures 6,6 and 6.7. The matrix elements of

the processes, (6,34) and (6.33), were calculated by Aurenche and Lindfors [61]. We

list them in the following

{:_i = 4_ig__4K2_rill,0+02 1,0
1 1 AI,B l

sin46wcos4_w (K2- m_) 2 + (Fzmz) 2 TilAq,Bq

2Oqsin2Owcos2Ow K2 [(K 2 - m,_)2 + (FZmZ) 2] V_[aq,bq.'

where Qq is the electric charge of the quark, i = 1 is for qq annihilation and i = 2 is

for qg scattering,

al'bl "- ! s- 2tl- K2 t_ + t_ +,_(t 1+`2+K2)Tlla2,b 2 --ala 2 1+ _ -- t4t,

i -- + t_ [4 _ t,t I _ t2] , (6.38)

_ _+ 2(tl + t2)_
al'bl - t 2(tl+K2) t- +

T2la2,b 2 - -ala2 _

2 K 2 2 K2 I
)

r2(_+K2)_i _+2(tl+_2)
bl b2 [ + _ -

2K2(2tl + t2 + K 2)
_ , (6.37)
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Figure 6.6. Feynman diagrams for q + q _ g + r + f

and

: (pl +p2)2, tl = (_1- p4)2,

=(e2- p3)2, t2= (r2- p4)2,

, a = (Pl - P3) 2, K2 = (,P4+ P5)2,

4 1
cI = _, c2 = _,

aI = ¼ + siTt20w, bI = ¼,

att = ac = _ - _sirt20w, btt = bc -_,

_ _sin 2 hd=hS =1ad as = - + ew, _[,

In the above matrix elemements, the mass of the "r is set, to zero, Using the physical

m_s of the _"makes almost no difference in the numerical values of the matrix element

(6.35). This is expected, because of the high center of mass energy of the processes

invoved.
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Figure 6.7. Feynman diagrams for q + g --. q + r + f

The differentiM cross sections, evaluated according to (6.16), are shown in Figure

6.8. The QCD backgrounds are very small and can be neglected. As shown in Table

6.8, the number of events where Pot decays into a r_ pair is not large. Ii seems that

P Ot can only be seen for masses < 300 GeV for PL around 100 GeV.
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Figure 6.8. The differentiel cross section for p + p --* r + _ + g(q) + X: From
top to bottom, m_, = 100, 50,200, and 300 GeV
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Table 6.8. The number of events of P_' decaying to rC per GeV bin on P±
at the SSC

P±GeV m_, = 50 100 200 300 GeV

i

100 1.5 × 10:f 4.4 x 10'_ 940 324

300 700 250 70 27

500 140 52 10 7

700 45 17 5 2
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this work is to study the production and decay of the neutral

teqhnicolor pseudo Goldstone particles, POt and POt in the processes

p+p--+g(q)+ x (z.1)

at large transverse momentum at the SSC energy regime. The background due to

QCD processes has been investigated in detail in order to determine the best signals

to detect these particles.

For the production, we found that the lowest order differential cross sections

dcr/(dPi.dy)[_l=oare about the order of 10-3 to 10-5 nb/GeV for POt and of 10-2

to 10-4 hb/GeV for PO8tfor mp = 100 to 400 GeV andPl_ = 100 to 700 GeV.

With the projected luminosity of the SSC, £ _ 3 x 107 nb -1 year -1, The number

of events is of the order of 105 to 102 per GeV bin of Pi. per year at y=0 depending

on Pi_" The number of POt produced is _bout one order of magnitude larger.

For the decays of and p_)rpOt , we have investigated the major decay channels

of two-body and three-body final states at tree level. We have presented the analytic

form of partial decay widths for all important decay channels. We found that the

total widths of P Ot and Pot are small, from O(10 -2) GeV without the _ channel

to O(1) GeV with the t_ channel for P 0r and from 0(10 -1) GeV to O(i4 10) GeV

for p_t. The t_ mode dominates if it is allowed. The t_'g channel is negligible up to

71 .1 , ,,
'" .... iii' 'III" .... J_' "' 'III' li
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mp = 400 GeV. The 2g and 3g channels dominate if the t_ channel is not allowed,

except at mp < 40 GeV where the bb channel becomes dominant. The branching

.. ratios (BR) of the qqg and the bbg modes are about few percent when the tt channel

is not present The re channel gives more than a 10% contribution for mp < 50

GeV, and decreases to -,-1% after mp reaches 300 GeV, again assuming that the tt

channel is not available.

Our results show that the background of 2g mode is so large that it renders

the 2g mode useless for the purpose of finding P Ot and POr, If there is no t_ decay

channel, we may be able to probe P Ot through the r_ channei up to mp= 300 GeV

o at Pl. = 100 GeV. However, the actual detection of P ot depends on the efficiency of

the detector used to identify the rf pair.

We found that the bb signal ibr P ot is buried under the background and is not.

useful for identifying the P Or. But for POr, the bb signal is comparable to the QCD

background for mp up to 300 GeV except for P.l_ < 300 GeV where the backgroud

becomes much larger than the signal. Using the bb signal, it is possible to investigate

the existence of POt in the mass region up to 300 GeV, in case there is no t[ channel.

When the tt channel is available, the situation becomes much better. For P 0t,

the signal is larger than the background except at P.l_ = 100 GeV and m t = 80

GeV, where the signal and the background become comparable. In the case of POt ,

the signals are much larger than the backgrounds so that we can simply neglect the

background. The discovery potential of this channel, again, depends on the efficiency

in identifying the t_ pair.

The mass of P Ot is estimated less titan 40 GeV from extended technicolor theory

by Eichten and Lane [39]. However, Appelquist et al. [45] proposed a slow running
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coupling scheme for the technicolor interaction which could bring the P Ot mass to

a:(50-70) GeV; a is the order of unity. From these P 0r mass predictions and the

"" fact that the t quark mass is greater than 78 GeV, the P 0r is unlikely to decay

into a t_ pair. Thus, the r_ channel is the only possibility for identifying the P 0t.

Furthermore, the search for the r_ signal has to be carried out at low transverse

momentum, around 100 GeV, as the signal deteriorates rapidly asPA. increases.

The mass of POt mainly comes from QCD interactions and is around 240 GeV

in the Farhi-Susskind one family model. If we add the mass contribution due to

the mechanism of Appe!quist et al. the P80r, mass would be increased to around 300

GeV. The upper bound of t ma_s is about 200 GeV from the study of the radiative

corrections to the p parameter in the standard model [62]. Since bb decays can serve

ps0 !as an effective signal for the mass for mp up to 300 GeV, it would be very

difficult to detect POt decays in the region 300 GeV< mp <400 GeV if m t = 200

GEV.. In the EHLQ production scheme, the detection of POt in the absence of the t_

channel is also Very difficult for mp < 600 GeV. For mp > 600 GeV, the 2g signal !is

comparable to the background and can be used as a signal. Despite the small rate of

the bb signal, it may provide a way to overcome these difficulties in the mass region

300--400 GeV. However, this would require a long running time at the SSC,

There are several possibilities for detecting high transverse momentum decays of

the P 0v and POt at the SSC. Since the Pot and p_t are produced nearly transverse

to the beam direction, it should be easier to detect the signals. Because there are

two-body decay channels which are larger than or comparable to the corresponing
i

backgrounds, we conchde that (7.1) are promising processes in the investigation of

the neutral technicolor particles, .Pot and P80t.
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9. APPENDIX

The couplings of pseudo-Goldstone bosons to gauge bosons can be determined

by the anomalous terms in the low energy effective Lagrangian, known as the Witten-
!

. * SWess-Zumino [63] effective Lagrangian The coupling invoving P 0r and pO are the

following

N_cg2
a__ _+ } (9.1)

with '

gfabc Gb G c, aL :o,c_ o.e_,- . . (9,2)

where ¢0 and ¢8 are fields representing P or and POr respectively,

The P 0r and p@t couplings to fermions come from the extended technicolor

theory, which gives a four-fermion type interaction_ and thus generates mass term

for fermions when techni-condensates are formed. Similar to the neutral Higgs field

coupling to the fermions, which reads

ml (9.3)gHff'- v'

the coupling of neutral PGB and fermions is given by

g2ETC- 2_ _ m,f ,..,m/

gpf]~ M}TcATC ATC -Frm'
(0.4)
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In General, these neutral PGB couplings will induce flavor changing neutral currents

(FCNC). In Ellis et al. [40], a monophagic model is proposed, In this-model, the

• up-type quarks couple to only one type of technifermions and the down-type quarks

couple to _nother type. Then, there is no FCNC due to neutral PGBs, EUis et al.

estimated the couplings of POt and POt to fermions which we give below;

(Pme._sp+_'_,_'_5'_)- _g(r,_ml) , (9,5)

&nd .

---FII + fimnT5 _- )

_he,_Fn = 125GEV,p- (=,_,t)T,. - (d,.,b)T t - (_,.,.)T _=d_p,=,/_._the
diagonalized m_s matrices for the up-, down-, and charged lepton-type fermions.

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show the vertices of P Ot and POt coupling to the gluons and

to the fermions The constants, F and Pt. , are defined as

r = 16v%2Fn

Ft = -Ntc9 2
8v%2Fn. (9.8)

In the monophagic model, GO = 1/2v_ for quarks, GO = v_/2 for leptons, and

G 8 = v/2 for quarks.
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kl g o. 2iPr#va_sabklak2_ '
_..kz ub

-._._. Oo_'_5.

Figure 9.1. Tile vertices of P'" coupling to tile gluons _nd to tile fermions
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,k_p b ..
O. 2i 1,,t_# va/_ dabck la k2/_,

kzuc
b

O. __Ik !v b 2gs r'egva_
k2g

O_ u C, 2ig 2 Fregva/_ dagh

(,b_grd_h+]bdgf._h+yb_gS_dh).
czd

/3e

_ _ _ G8 Ta'rs • ,_

I "J

Figure 9.2 The vertices of p41'coupling to the gluons and to the fermions, "14
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